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Abstract
Cloud of Things (CoT) is an emerging paradigm that integrates
Cloud Computing and Internet of Things (IoT) to support a wide
range of real-world applications. Resource allocation plays a vital
role in CoT, especially when allocating IoT physical resources to
Cloud-based applications to ensure seamless application execution.
Due to the heterogeneity and the constrained capacities of IoT
resources, resource allocation is a challenge. This complexity leads
to missing/limiting shared access to the IoT physical resources and
consequently lessen the reusability of the resources across multiple
applications. This issue results in, 1) replicating IoT deployments
making them expensive and not feasible for many prospective users,
2) existing IoT infrastructures are over-provisioned to meet the
unpredictable application requirements in which resources may be
significantly underutilised, and 3) the adoption of CoT is slowed.
Improving shared access to CoT resources can provide efficient
resource allocation, improve resource utilisation and likely to reduce
the cost of IoT deployments. Existing solutions include small-scale,
hardware and platform-dependent mechanisms to enable or improve
shared access to IoT resources. The research presented in this thesis
considers trading CoT resources in a marketplace as an approach to
improve shared access to CoT resources. It proposes a solution to
Cot resource allocation that re-imagines CoT resources as
commodities that can be provided and consumed by the marketplace
participants.
The novel contributions of the research presented in this thesis are
summarised as follows: 1) a model to describe and quantify the value
of CoT resources, 2) a resource sharing and allocation strategy called
Exclusive Shared Access (ESA) to CoT resources, 3) a QoS-aware
optimisation model for trading CoT resources as a single and multiple-
objective optimisation problem, and 4) a marketplace architecture and
experimental evaluation to verify its performance and scalability.
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Cloud Computing and Internet of Things (IoT) have evolved to meet the
requirements of many real-world applications. Many of these requirements can
not be fulfilled by using either technology separately. In order to fulfil such
diverse requirements, the integration of Cloud Computing and IoT is emerging
as a new paradigm called Cloud of Things (CoT). While CoT provides various
benefits for an increasing number of applications, the potential of CoT is not
yet realised due to the challenges in sharing and reusing IoT physical resources
across multiple applications. IoT physical resources are still computationally
limited and cannot be shared as other Cloud resources yet.
There is a limited number of existing solutions that aim to improve shared
access to CoT resources. The solutions include developing operating systems [7]
and middleware [8] that enable multiple access to IoT devices. Most of the
proposed approaches are limited to small-scale and hardware-specific resources
without considering IoT and Cloud Computing integration as well as the
heterogeneity of IoT resources.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.2 describes
CoT in details, Section 1.3 establishes the need for shared access to CoT resources,
Section 1.4 introduces the proposed approach, aims and objectives of this research
are presented in Section 1.5, Section 1.6 discusses the research contributions and
1
Section 1.7 provides the thesis structure.
1.2 Cloud of Things
Cloud Computing and the IoT have evolved and developed independently from
each other. The following sections describe Cloud Computing, IoT and CoT.
1.2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing is a model of offering computing capabilities as metered
services over the Internet rather than physical products. It is widely adopted in
many applications such as e-learning, e-business, health, logistics and
manufacturing. Cloud’s offering is characterised to be provisioned on-demand
elastically, ubiquitously accessed and pooled as a part of shared resources [21].
Cloud Computing is delivered under one of the following traditional service
models. Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [15]. SaaS refers to the delivery of software to
consumers through the Internet without the need to install or maintain software
on users’ local infrastructure. Similarly, PaaS provides the consumers (e.g.
software developers) with the capability to implement and deploy their
applications into the Cloud without maintaining the required infrastructure.
IaaS refers to the delivery of virtualised physical capacities (e.g. storage,
processing, networking) via the Internet where the consumers do not require to
install or maintain traditional data centres [104].
Besides the service model, Cloud Computing is deployed under one of the
following models. Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Community Cloud and Hybrid
Cloud. Public Cloud is deployed to be accessed and utilised by the general public,
while private Cloud is exclusively deployed for private use. Community Cloud
refers to a Cloud that is exclusively deployed for a community of consumers with
a shared interest. Hybrid Cloud is a combination of two or more of the above-
mentioned models [104].
Along with its technical value, Cloud Computing has a significant economic
impact. Cloud resources are usually provisioned on-demand automatically or
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with minimal human intervention. This reduces the cost of resources
management, enables pay-per-use only and reduces upfront investment on new
computing infrastructure [28]. These economic and technical features attracted
large deployments globally that become the current trend for many businesses.
It is estimated that the value of the global public cloud market to reach $331
Billion through 2023 and expect continuous growth afterwards [34].
1.2.2 Internet of Things
The IoT is a recent and less mature technology than Cloud Computing. IoT
is described as world-wide interconnected and interactive objects (things) that
can be identified, monitored and controlled over the internet [24, 28]. The IoT
is heavily dependent on the development of sensor networks. Sensor Networks
are composed of tiny computers known as motes with embedded CPUs, low-cost
sensors and low-power radios [138]. These motes often form wireless networks
that are capable of sensing the physical world. Sensor networks collect data from
sensors, collate, aggregate and transfer this in forms of data streams to back-
end computers for processing. Those streams of data are used to support IoT
applications.
IoT applications spread over many domains such as logistics, transportation,
defence, public safety, home automation, industrial control and environmental
monitoring. The deployment of IoT has rapidly increased in the last few years.
It is estimated that the potential economic impact of IoT to be between $4-
11 trillion by 2025 [75]. It is predicted that IoT will need five to ten years for
mainstream deployments with over 20 billion connected things in 2020, increasing
from 6.4 billion in 2016 [12].
IoT applications can be categorised into two groups as follows: 1)
Latency-sensitive, and 2) None latency-sensitive applications. Latency- sensitive
applications (e.g. military, emergency services) that benefit from the wide
coverage of IoT resources in monitoring their operations [108], and None
time-sensitive applications (e.g. marketing, planning) utilise a widely
distributed IoT resources to produce big data that can be analysed and
processed to aid long-term decision-making [139].
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1.2.3 Cloud of Things
Despite the recent advances of Cloud Computing and IoT in terms of their
computing capabilities, both technologies have been pushed to their limits by
new real-world scenarios. The physical scope of Cloud Computing is limited
because it is focused on data-centres and does not interact with the physical
world. The main limitation of IoT is its constrained computational resources.
This raises new challenges in which new applications are unlikely to be
supported by separate deployments of either Cloud or IoT. As a result,
considerable research efforts argue for a new paradigm that integrates both
technologies to support a wide range of new applications [48,95].
Although there is an increasing focus on the new paradigm, there is no
standard name for it yet. Various names found in the literature include Internet
of Things Cloud (IoT Cloud) [116], Cloud of Things (CoT) [1] and web of
things (WoT) [145]. CoT will be used throughout this thesis because it is the
most commonly used term. Furthermore, there is no standard definition or
description of CoT. In this thesis, CoT refers to the integration of Cloud and
IoT to form a new distributed paradigm of connected IoT technologies to
Clouds via the internet to provide new services [29]. This also includes
extending Cloud’s coverage to support more distributed and flexible real-world
applications (e.g. environmental monitoring, emergency) that are far away from
Cloud data centres [94], as well as where IoT is utilising Cloud-based resources
such as communication, processing and storage capabilities to extends its
limited resources.
Despite the increasing interest in integrating Cloud Computing and IoT,
there are still many open challenges including security, interoperability and
resource management [9, 42, 101]. One of the significant issues related to
resource management is how efficiently CoT resources can be shared, especially
the constrained IoT physical resources. The complexity of this issue resides here
for two reasons. The first is due to the heterogeneity of IoT resources which is
difficult to quantify their value leading to the involvement of multifaceted
variables and decisions. The second is due to the constrained nature of IoT
resources in terms of computing capabilities which is challenging to enable an
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efficient sharing mechanism to the IoT physical resources. The following section
discusses this issue in details.
1.3 Shared Access to CoT Resources
Prior to Cloud Computing, computing resources were dedicated to their users. In
Cloud Computing, resources are shared by multiple users across different levels
over a network or the Internet (e.g. network, host, application) [27]. Resource
sharing mechanisms in Cloud Computing matured over time while approaches to
sharing IoT resources are still emerging. One of the major differences between
the two types of resources is their capabilities. Cloud resources are usually hosted
in powerful large-scale data-centres to provide virtually unlimited, elastic and on-
demand computing resources. Conversely, IoT resources are widely distributed
across the application area with constrained computational and power resources
that make it challenging if not impossible to share those resources among multiple
users concurrently.
A solution to this challenge is to enable shared access to IoT resources [19].
In this context, shared access refers to the authorised access of multiple users to
utilise an IoT resource simultaneously or non-simultaneously [170]. The
complexity of shared access to IoT resources comes from IoT dynamism. IoT
dynamism involves constrained and heterogeneous resources, complex
application requirements, unpredictable resource mobility, uncertain resource
availability, and scalable IoT systems. These challenges lead to missing/limiting
shared access to the IoT physical resources and consequently lessen the
reusability of the resources across multiple applications. These also result in
over-provisioned IoT infrastructure to meet the unpredictable application
requirements in which resources are underutilised significantly. Another
drawback is the dependency of IoT applications development on the
infrastructure deployment where each IoT application requires dedicated
infrastructure. This makes expensive replications of IoT deployments and makes
IoT adoption infeasible to many prospective users and emerging applications.
A number of solutions emerge to improve shared access to IoT resources. The
solutions include proposing new IoT architectures [19,62,90] and developing new
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IoT operating systems and middleware [7, 8]. These solutions aim to improve
the reusability of IoT resources by enabling multiple access to IoT devices. The
proposed solutions are restricted to small-scale applications or benefit hardware-
specific resources.
1.4 Trading CoT Resources
To improve the reusability of CoT resources, commoditising them using
market-based mechanisms is proposed as an alternative approach. This
approach has been successfully used in other large-scale computing
infrastructures such as Cloud Computing, Grid Computing and Wireless Sensor
Networks [54, 93]. The approach of trading CoT resources is motivated as
follows. IoT deployments usually require considerable investment in hardware,
software and maintenance. Such investment is not affordable to many
communities, and it slows down the rate of IoT adoption [132]. For the
commoditisation of CoT resources to work efficiently, access to these resources
needs to be global, purchasable and efficient.
Many technical and business benefits also motivate the commoditisation of
CoT resources. Small and medium vendors are likely to invest in IoT
commodities reducing the chance of monopoly and market dominance by large
vendors similar to the Cloud market. Competition in the emerging market is
expected to improve providers’ Service Level Agreements (SLAs). It is also
expected to enable hardware and software innovations when a large number of
software developers and hardware makers respond to the requirements of the
CoT market. The commoditisation of CoT resources will likely to reduce the
overall costs, enable sharing and reusing of IoT resources, motivate for new
services and applications.
One approach to achieving those goals is the creation of a non-vendor
marketplace that potentially can automate the trading between CoT resources
and CoT applications. A CoT marketplace can improve shared access to CoT
resources by providing efficient resource allocation and deal with the complex
issues present in the CoT. The research presented in this thesis proposes a
solution that re-imagines CoT resources as commodities rather than as
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organisational assets. It considers the business model of a marketplace whereby
consumers request access (lease) to providers’ resources that is priced using
Cloud pay-per-use pricing model.
1.5 Aims and Objectives
The work presented in this thesis aims to improve shared access to CoT resources
by proposing a novel market-based approach to commoditise CoT resources. In
order to achieve the aim of this research, the following objectives are identified:
• Investigating the market-based mechanisms of commoditising CoT
resources with the focus on trading physical CoT resources.
• Exploring the potential of various optimisation algorithms in trading CoT
resources. Optimisation algorithms replace traditional auctioneers to map
resources to requests and perform resource allocation and scheduling.
• Describing CoT resources generically to quantify their value.
• Formulating the problem of trading CoT resources as an optimisation
problem and proposing the required objective functions.
• Designing and developing a CoT marketplace system architecture to
validate the optimisation-based approach and to simulate the trading
environment.
• Proposing a model to support Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of
commoditised CoT resources.
• Measuring and comparing the performance of the evaluated optimisation
algorithms as well as the proposed system architecture to assess the
feasibility of the proposed approach.
The identified objectives of this thesis will support answering the following
research questions:
• Can market-based mechanisms improve the shared access to CoT resources?
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• Are optimisation algorithms effective and efficient in trading CoT resources
to improve their shared access?
1.6 Research Contributions
The following are the main contributions of this thesis:
• Presenting a state of the art literature review on shared access mechanisms
to CoT resources.
• Proposing a novel description model for CoT resources that include all
required vocabularies to quantify and monetise their value.
• Introducing a novel shared resource access and allocation strategy called
Exclusive Shared Access to CoT resources to enable shared access to
computationally constrained CoT resources.
• Developing a novel marketplace architecture for trading CoT resources
referred to as AMACoT.
• Proposing a novel QoS optimisation-based model to optimise QoS
requirements while trading CoT resources.
• Evaluating the proposed models and architecture experimentally to validate
their feasibility and efficiency.
1.7 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature Review. This chapter presents a state of the art review
on Cloud of Things and its existing challenges. The focus is on integrating Cloud
Computing and IoT, shared access to CoT resources, trading CoT resources,
resource allocation in CoT and QoS models in CoT. This chapter closes with a
comprehensive gap analysis that discusses the existing gap in the literature and
how this research is filling that gap.
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Chapter 3: Trading of Cloud of Things Resources. This chapter provides
detailed background on the motivations for trading CoT resources, discusses the
requirements for CoT marketplaces, presents the proposed approach of trading
CoT resources, introduces ESACoT strategy and explains how it works and finally
provides several use cases for the proposed approach.
Chapter 4: A Multi-Attribute Description Model for CoT Resource. The
chapter presents a generic description model for CoT resources. It introduces
the necessary vocabularies needed for trading CoT resources and defines them.
It also describes how the proposed model quantifies the value of CoT resources
based on their properties.
Chapter 5: AMACoT: A Marketplace Architecture for Trading Cloud of
Things Resources. This chapter presents the design and implementation of
AMACoT. The experimental evaluation performed includes system performance
verification and the evaluation of optimisation algorithms used by the system.
Experiments evaluate the optimality of trading CoT resources solutions in terms
of resource cost, resource utilisation, provider lock-in and provider profit. A
threat analysis for the proposed architecture is also conducted to identify the
potential threats and vulnerabilities of the system.
Chapter 6: A Multiobjective QoS Model for Trading Cloud of Things
Resources. The research presented in this chapter proposes a multiobjective
model to optimise trading of CoT resources based on five QoS objectives. The
objectives optimised are resource cost, energy consumption, response time, fault
tolerance and resource coverage. A comprehensive single-objective, bi-objective
and multiple-objective evaluation are conducted to validate the performance of
the proposed model.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work. This chapter provides concluding
remarks of the work discussed in the thesis by reiterating the main contributions






Cloud Computing and IoT have evolved independently to support a wide range of
real-world applications. Due to the limitations of both paradigms, considerable
research argues for a new paradigm that integrates both technologies [95]. Both
technologies are viewed as complementary to each other, where each technology
helps expanding the capabilities of the other. One of the main issues inherited
from IoT is the missing/limited shared access to IoT physical resources. This
chapter presents the literature review on shared access to CoT resources in order
to understand this research problem, the existing solutions and their limitations,
and the solution presented in this thesis.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 reviews the
motivation and approaches to integrating Cloud Computing and IoT, a revision
on resource allocation techniques in CoT is presented in Section 2.3, Section
2.4 describes the market-based mechanisms used to commoditise CoT resources,
Section 2.5 investigates the QoS requirements and parameters for CoT, a gap
analysis is provided in Section 2.6 to analyse the limitations of existing solutions,
the proposed approach in this research and to conclude this chapter.
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2.2 Integrating Cloud Computing and Internet
of Things
Cloud Computing and IoT continue to emerge as revolutionary paradigms to
support a wide range of real-world scenarios. Cloud Computing delivers
software, hardware and platforms as services over the internet. These services
are metered and billed by pay-per-use pricing models. Cloud Computing is
offered under one of three service models. SaaS model provides online access to
software. PaaS model provides an environment for developing and deploying
applications. IaaS model provides access to physical computing resources as
virtualised services. Clouds are also deployed in one of the following deployment
models. Public Clouds are accessible online by the public, while Private Clouds
are only accessible within an organisation. Community Clouds enable
shared-access to individuals or organisations in a community with a shared
interest (e.g. Academic, Government). Hybrid Clouds use two or more
deployment models to integrate their services [104].
IoT is a paradigm that enables heterogeneous physical objects (things) to be
interconnected to monitor and control a wide range of real-world events [171].
These may include weather, environmental, traffic, and health. Things can be
devices, people, machines, vehicles and many other objects. Things may
connect and interact with each other at a global-scale network (e.g. the
internet). IoT relies on technologies including RFID, Bluetooth, 3G/4G and
WiFi [97]. Examples of application domains include smart homes, healthcare,
agriculture, transportation and military [9, 108].
Both technologies still have open challenges despite their rapid advances.
Traditional service models of Cloud Computing have limited interaction with
the physical world. Thus, Cloud Computing is left with limited scope and
flexibility [94]. The main limitation of IoT is the limited computing capabilities
of its resources (e.g. network, CPU, memory, storage) [42, 112]. The
convergence of both technologies is therefore considered as a potential solution
to overcome technical issues and also as an enabler for a wide range of new
emerging applications [2]. The new emerging paradigm is commonly called
Cloud of Things (CoT) [2, 5, 43,44,98,121,129,157,159].
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2.2.1 Motivations for Cloud of Things
Considerable research has motivated the integration of Cloud and IoT to improve
the limitations of each technology. Motivations can be categorised into functional
properties, computing capabilities and business values.
2.2.1.1 Functional Properties
A significant amount of reviewed literature focuses on the limitations and
missing properties of IoT resources/systems that hinder its deployments. This
involves limited or lacking interoperability, scalability, flexibility, reliability and
availability [24, 42]. Security is also challenged to a great extent [152]. These
limitations are considered inevitable due to the high heterogeneity of IoT in
terms of hardware, software, platforms and communication protocols
deployed [144]. Those functional properties are considered as an integral part of
any recent Cloud offerings [95]. IoT would, therefore, benefit significantly from
the integration with the Cloud by improving its functionalities [157].
2.2.1.2 Computing Resources
Recent research is extensively focused on one or more of limited IoT capabilities.
This includes limited energy resources, basic computation capabilities, limited or
no storage available and limited communication capacity.
• Constrained Energy and Computation: IoT devices are usually
powered by batteries or have constrained power-supply. This limits the
computational capabilities available for IoT devices. Thus, IoT nodes
collect data and transfer it to more powerful back-end nodes for extensive
processing and analysis. These limitations cause two issues for IoT; 1)
real-time analysis and responding to some critical scenarios (e.g.
emergency) are either not possible or very limited, 2) scalability to meet
dynamic application requirements with poor processing resources is very
challenging [87]. This may answer why IoT deployments in time-sensitive
applications such as emergency, security and military scenarios are very
challenging [52]. Cloud can lift the bar for IoT by acting as its back-end
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aggregator and processor. Thus, it enables scalability and real-time
processing for more complex real-world implementations [24,123,169].
• Limited Storage: Data produced by IoT devices is characterised by its
size (volume), types (variety) and generation frequency (velocity) [178].
IoT by nature is a big data producer but with very limited or no storage
capacities [135]. This motivates the integration with the Cloud where
Cloud offers virtually unlimited, on-demand, cost-effective and scalable
storage capacities to accommodate IoT storage requirements [118, 137].
This would result in new technical and business opportunities as well,
including ubiquitous access to data, Cloud-level security [148,152] and the
ability to share IoT devices and data with third parties [131].
2.2.1.3 Business Values
Along with the technical aspects that motivate integrating Cloud with IoT,
business benefits play a crucial role in motivating the integration of both
paradigms. This is because the current Cloud business model reduces the
investments in IT infrastructure and the operational costs while IoT does not.
The deployments of IoT remain costly despite the increasing demand for IoT
applications and the reduction in software and hardware costs. IoT deployments
currently require significant investment to deploy the IoT infrastructure, to
manage and maintain the IoT infrastructure, and to develop the IoT
applications [7]. This makes IoT adoption unfeasible to many prospective users
and emerging applications, resulting in slow adaption rate of IoT [132].
Furthermore, the business risks of managing Cloud resources are shifted to
Cloud providers from the end-users, motivating the integration of both
technologies further [24]. These business motivators help IoT by improving its
trustworthiness, business value and reducing costs to attract new deployments
and users.
Several academic and commercial examples consider business values as the
main motivation for the integration of Cloud and IoT. Authors in [132] propose
a model that creates a trading-based value for IoT sensing resources. The
presented model aims to support an emerging Cloud service model called
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”Sensing as a Service”. A survey presented in [31] investigates the challenges of
mobile Cloud-based Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) for IoT. It
analyses the surveyed challenges to drive solutions for future cloud-based IoT
business systems. ClouT project is proposed in [159] to enable the stakeholders
of the smart cities to overcome business-related challenges, including energy
management and economic growth. The project integrates IoT services in the
Cloud to provide the needed CoT infrastructure and platforms for the city
stakeholders to develop their CoT applications. Commercial solutions include
Sensor-Cloud [70], Google Cloud IoT [68] and ThingsSpeak [72].
2.2.2 Integration Approaches
Although there are many attempts to integrate Cloud and IoT, there is still no
standard approach, and the process is always complex and challenging [161].
Different approaches can achieve the integration of Cloud and IoT. The most
common approaches are categorised in [28] into minimal integration, partial
integration and full integration. The three approaches are described as follows:
• Minimal integration: In this approach, Cloud has no real changes to its
service or deployment models. An IoT platform or middleware is deployed
into Infrastructure as a Service Cloud or Platform as a Service Cloud to
utilise the Cloud services [23]. Examples of Cloud services utilised by IoT
using this approach include virtualisation, data processing, data analysis
and Cloud storage [28]. Existing solutions that demonstrate this approach
are proposed by [46] and [58]. Another example is a new addressing scheme
based on IPv6 that is proposed in [177] to enable IoT and Cloud integration.
The scheme is implemented to integrate IoT sensors with SaaS Cloud.
• Partial Integration: Changes to the deployment of both Cloud and IoT
is performed to some extent in this approach to achieve a higher level of
integration compared to the minimal integration approach. The IoT
middleware or platform is deployed into the Cloud to provide new service
models based on the abstractions of IoT things [23]. Examples for new
service models resulted from this integration approach are Sensing as a
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Service (SaaS) [18, 133, 172], Sensing and Actuation as a Service
(SAaaS) [44,50] and Smart Object as a Service (SOaaS) [84].
• Full Integration: This approach aims to achieve the highest level of
integration between Cloud and IoT by extending the traditional Cloud
service models (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) to include the functionalities of IoT
resources. This would provide IoT services as an integral part of Cloud
services [23, 111]. Proposed solutions based in this approach are City
Infrastructure as a Service (CIaaS), City Software as a Service (CSaaS)
and City Platform as a Service (CPaaS) [53].
Existing deployment techniques of sharing Cloud-based IoT resources can be
categorised into service-oriented approaches and software-oriented approaches.
Service-oriented approaches are mainly focused on sharing data and/or the
virtualised IoT resources as services [5,98]. The shared data is sent from various
distributed IoT resources to a back-end Cloud for further processing by multiple
users. Similarly, virtualised IoT services are built on the top of physical IoT
resources as Cloud services where multiple users utilise the virtualised resources
but not the physical ones. Software-oriented approaches focus on enabling
sharing IoT resources by enabling multiple applications access to IoT devices
using middleware [7, 116,149].
2.3 Resource Allocation in CoT
Despite the integration efforts and the benefits that CoT promise, there are still
several open challenges such as security, performance, heterogeneity and
resource management [2, 152]. Many resource management problems in
large-scale computing infrastructures are non-deterministic polynomial-time
hard (NP-hard) [60]. This means there are no best or exact solutions to such
problems in a reasonable time due to the complexity, scalability and uncertainty
of users’ requirements. CoT is a large-scale computing infrastructure by nature
and its resource management aspects are challenging [9, 101].
Resource allocation is a vital aspect of CoT resource management due to its
distributed nature. Resource allocation techniques in the IoT ecosystem are still
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emerging. A considerable amount of research investigates resource allocation in
IoT as part of other systems (e.g. Cloud Computing, CoT, WSNs). An early
attempt to integrate wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and Cloud Computing is
discussed and implemented in [95]. Their proposed architecture enables WSNs
tasks to be offloaded to the Amazon EC2 Cloud. Another architecture is
developed in [166] to integrate WSNs sensors to be integrated into the Cloud.
The architecture uses dynamic proxies that host middleware to connect sensors
to the Cloud. A four-layer architecture is introduced in [3] to enable
Cloud-assisted remote sensing. The architecture enables consumers to collect
sensory data, share collected data, utilise cloud resources and use cloud-based
pricing model.
A framework is presented in [168] to enable collaboration between smart
devices and Clouds. The framework uses real-world case studies to elaborate on
the benefits of integrating smart devices and Cloud Computing. A scalable CoT
architecture is developed in [4] along with two algorithms to discover and
virtualise IoT resources. The proposed algorithms are developed to minimise the
number of physical resources deployed and communication overhead. A detailed
theoretical model for integrating sensors and Cloud Computing is provided
in [107] to evaluate the cost-effectiveness and performance of the sensor-cloud
architecture. A heuristic algorithm is presented in [20] to perform task mapping
for IoT resources. The algorithm aims to achieve a fair allocation of mapped
tasks among IoT nodes with consideration of IoT extension to Cloud.
Authors in [40] categorise approaches of resource allocation in IoT into three
categories; namely, Cloud only approaches, IoT only approaches, and IoT Cloud
approaches. IoT Cloud approaches focus on integrating IoT resources into a Cloud
as part of its services. These approaches aim to enable on-demand provisioning
of shared IoT resources via the Cloud of Things. The scope of this section is
limited to the discussion of IoT Cloud approaches only.
A consensus-based framework is developed in [134] to allocate IoT resources
in the Cloud. The goal of the allocation algorithm is to improve the lifetime of
the connected resources. A three-tier CoT architecture is proposed along with
the development of multi-objective scheme to optimise task allocation in
CoT [98]. The scheme aims to minimise energy consumption and latency.
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Another three-tier architecture is designed in [169] to enable sharing of Cloud
resources in IoT vehicular networks where vehicles are considered the Things of
IoT. The proposed system intends to reduce service dropping rates. A resource
allocation algorithm is proposed in [115] to enable Cloud providers optimising
the throughput, occupancy and utilisation of the IoT requests.
An architecture that integrates sensors and Cloud Computing for military
operations is developed and implemented in [108]. Resource allocation in the
proposed architecture is based on user prioritises to improve the performance
and availability of resources for priority users in military operations. A model is
presented in [162] to cooperate between the airborne sensor network and back-end
Cloud. The model applies heuristics to minimise the travel time of the drones
and failures in meeting their deadlines.
2.4 Commoditisation of CoT Resources
A solution to the resource allocation problem in CoT is to enable efficient
resource sharing. One of the main obstacles to achieving this goal is the lack of
support to share CoT resources. An emerging trend argues for market-based
mechanisms to trade resources in large-scale infrastructures similar to CoT (e.g.
Grids, Clouds, WSNs, Vehicular Networks) [45, 93]. Market-based mechanisms
for trading Cloud and IoT resources are intensively studied. Cloud-based
approaches are more mature than the ones dedicated to IoT that are still
emerging. As CoT relies heavily on IoT resources, this section focuses on both
IoT and CoT related market-based mechanisms by reviewing the recent
literature in the following sections:
2.4.1 IoT Trading Mechanisms
A conceptual model is proposed in [132] to argue for the creation of trading-
based value for IoT resources. The model aims to enable sharing and reusing
IoT resources by trading them similarly as Cloud resources. The design and
implementation of a market-based model are presented in [91]. The three-tier
model considers the Cloud as a broker for IoT resources where resource allocation
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is formulated as a multi-objective optimisation problem. It aims to allocate traded
resources with the minimum response time of the requests, minimum energy
consumption of the system and maximum profit of the broker. A federation
model for Cloud IoT providers is proposed in [49] to implement market-based
mechanisms. The goal of the proposed model is to satisfy providers’ requirements
and improve the rate of resource utilisation of assigned tasks.
A combinatorial auction algorithm is developed in [33] to allocate CoT
resources. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to maximise the
providers’ profit and the rate of job completion. A reputation-based framework
for CoT architectures is presented in [78]. The framework uses an auction
procedure to select physical resources for sensing tasks and made payments by
users. An auction model is designed in [85] to map CoT computation resources
to the consumers. The model targets performance improvement when allocating
distributed IoT resources. Another auction-based algorithm is developed in [55]
to support resource allocation in CoT environments. The proposed algorithm
aims to maximise the providers’ profit while maintaining their capacity
constraints.
Several market-based approaches are depicted and discussed in [122]. The
study also proposes a game-theory based model to study the pricing of two IoT
sensing services. Another set of market-based mechanisms is investigated
in [174]. This includes an analysis of IoT marketplace incentives, service
patterns, information timeliness and social impacts. Two bidding algorithms to
support IoT resource trading are introduced in [141]. The first algorithm aims
to maximise the provider’s revenue while the second is to lock the highest bid in
the recurrent auction. Both algorithms are intended to protect the marketplace
from collapsing in specific trading scenarios.
A semantic matching model for IoT marketplace is presented in [32]. The
model facilitates the matching process between providers’ offerings and
consumers’ requests in a marketplace of the BIG IoT project [73]. A
composition mechanism for IoT offerings has been presented in [160]. The
approach is based on a web-semantic model to describe IoT things and services
for trading.
A feedback mechanism has been proposed in [128] to support IoT data
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marketplaces. The blockchain-based approach enables consumers to rate the
providers who have to maintain and improve their reputation based on feedback
received. A marketplace model has also been proposed in [110] to support the
quality of trading. The proposed marketplace introduces a credibility rating
mechanism for providers based on the quality of their data. Another IoT
marketplace model based on Stackelberg game is presented in [175] to model the
trading processes in IoT environments. The model aims to minimise the
complexities for IoT consumers while trading with IoT providers.
A blockchain-based automated payment system is proposed in [154] to
support automation in IoT trading. The system uses Ethereum contracts to
automate payments without a need to intermediaries. An architecture is
presented in [119] to support Service Level Agreements (SLAs) while trading
IoT data. The architecture uses three criteria model to improve satisfaction,
payment and the SLA. Security mechanisms for protecting the IoT data
marketplace is studied in [22]. The study also proposes authentication and
authorisation model to control access to the traded resources.
2.4.2 IoT Marketplace Architectures
Alongside with the market-based mechanisms for trading Cloud and IoT
resources, the concept of a marketplace for IoT-related resources is gaining
prominence. This section discusses both commercial and non-commercial
solution for trading IoT-related resources.
A marketplace architecture for trading IoT data in real-time is proposed
in [88]. The architecture enables providers to offer their IoT data streams for
consumption by IoT applications. The proposed work differs from others by
implementing the architecture and addressing various aspects, including
scalability and compatibility. A generic Cloud-based marketplace architecture is
proposed in [77] to enable trading of IoT deployments. The architecture
addresses the Cloud-IoT integration and vendor lock-in issues. A marketplace
for IoT resources is introduced in [25] as part of the broader architecture of the
IoT ecosystem. The trading model of IoT information and functions is
presented as a solution with five IoT interoperability patterns. The patterns are
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cross-platform access, cross-application domain, platform independence,
platform-scale independence and higher level service facades.
A different approach is taken in [136] to establish a decentralised
marketplace for IoT data based on blockchain technology. The proposed
marketplace architecture uses simple contracts to simplify the trading of IoT
data among participants. IDMoB is another decentralised marketplace for IoT
data built on blockchain [127]. The marketplace enables trading of IoT data for
none time-sensitive IoT applications. DataBroker DAO is another
blockchain-based marketplace implemented to trade IoT data [120]. IoT
generated data is traded using smart contracts among buyers and sellers via the
Ethereum network.
A decentralised peer-to-peer marketplace for IoT data is presented in [37].
The proposed architecture differs from others by adopting fog computing model
and blockchain technology. IoT data is prepared (e.g. filtered, processed) at a
fog nodes layer while traded directly among the marketplace participants at the
application layer. Another decentralised architecture is designed in [109] with
the focus of IoT traffic metering and contract compliance. The presented system
aims to improve transparency, fairness and interoperability while reducing the
cost. The study also conceptualises a tracking model for the traded IoT data
flows between IoT and Cloud Computing.
Various commercial solutions for trading IoT resources exist, including ones
from large vendors. For instance, PTC marketplace is a platform that monetises
access to PTC IoT applications and solutions [69]. Dawex [155] is another
marketplace for IoT data. The marketplace is vendor-independent and open to
global trading of IoT data. Terbine [71] is a global exchange for IoT data where
the system obtains IoT data feeds from various resources and enables consumers
to utilise them. A marketplace for IoT data and applications is available from
Exosite [67]. Consumers can either consume streamed IoT data or develop their
IoT applications based on reusable components from the marketplace.
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2.5 Quality of Service in Cloud of Things
Quality of Service (QoS) refers to the description of the perceived performance of
a particular service that can be tangible or non-tangible [14]. It measures a level
of many performance qualities for a particular resource, service or application
offered by a provider or requested by a consumer. In CoT, this may include
reliability, cost, reputation [83], availability, response time and throughput [117].
Managing QoS is vital to resource allocation, especially in trading CoT resources
environments.
Defining appropriate QoS attributes for a new domain plays a key role in
supporting QoS in that domain. In the Cloud, there are SLAs that aim to define
QoS parameters. Performance, dependability and cost are presented in [147] to
measure QoS of online Cloud services. Various QoS metrics are considered in
designing a Cloud SLA model [146]. These include performance metrics (e.g.
response time), availability metrics (e.g. rate of completed service requests),
reliability metrics (e.g. recovery time from failure) and cost metrics (e.g. service
cost). There are also several attempts at QoS in Cloud, with a particular focus
on supporting different workloads and capacities [14]. A QoS-aware framework
is proposed in [126] to prevent Cloud consumers from being locked-in by specific
providers. Supporting QoS in virtualisation-based environments is particularly
challenging, especially in trust and security-related issues [102].
For IoT, QoS-aware architecture presented in [47] with the focus on
information collection and analysis of QoS aspects in the IoT system. The
proposed architecture addresses various QoS requirements and parameters for
IoT systems. Parameters include service time, delay, accuracy, load and priority.
It also considers network QoS such as bandwidth, delay, packet loss rate and
jitter. Additional QoS aspects such as resource coverage, time synchronisation
and resource mobility are also addressed. IoT QoS-based service selection and
scheduling models are proposed in [96] and [82]. Both models employ QoS
parameters that consider relative QoS metrics to IoT in addition to the
traditional QoS performance-related ones. Those include cost, power
consumption, utilisation time, load and reputation of IoT services. A wide
range of IoT QoS approaches is investigated in [167]. The focus of the study is
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on QoS across different IoT layers, including physical, deployment, link network,
application, middleware and Cloud layers. It also addresses several quality
factors that impact QoS in IoT such as functional stability, performance,
interoperability, usability, reliability, security, maintainability and portability.
Further insights on QoS for IoT are discussed in [16].
2.6 Discussion
The related work presented in this chapter covers integrating Cloud and IoT,
resource allocation in CoT, commiditisation of CoT resources and QoS in both
Cloud and IoT. The review aims to identify the research problem of the limited
shared access to CoT resources, investigate the existing solutions, identify the
limitations of the existing approaches to solve it, discuss how the work
presented in this thesis resolves the research problem and how it differs from
existing approaches. This section is dedicated to discuss the limitations of the
literature and how the proposed approach in this thesis improve shared access
to CoT resources.
Service-oriented deployment approaches of CoT may enable restricted
shared access to virtualised IoT resources but not to the actual physical IoT
resources. The virtualisation techniques used to integrate virtualised IoT
resources into the Cloud need further investigations about their impact on the
energy of the virtualised resources. Many IoT nodes are battery-powered in
which virtualisation techniques may accelerate their power depletion rate that
minimises the lifetime of IoT resources [113]. Software-oriented approaches are
also still emerging and subject to improve heterogeneity, scalability and
dynamism aspects of IoT [142].
The review presented in Section 2.3 shows that Cloud approaches are more
mature than the ones used for IoT. It can also be observed that IoT resource
allocation approaches are still emerging and developed for IoT when integrated
with other systems (e.g. Cloud, WSNs). Existing CoT resource allocation
techniques lack partially or fully the appropriate support for QoS constraints
and SLAs [33]. This means resource allocation in CoT can be achieved but
without meeting the QoS requirements of the applications or by violating SLAs.
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The vast majority of existing approaches are merely focused on commoditising
IoT data-sets/streams but not on IoT physical devices. Many of the existing CoT
trading mechanisms and architectures did not take into account several important
aspects including IoT resources integration, resource sharing and interoperability
[106]. Further limitations of existing approaches that consider improving shared
access to CoT resources revolve around small-scale and hardware-specific support
mechanisms [7, 8]. These solutions fail to address the scalability requirements of
CoT.
Although there has been QoS-focused research as presented in Section 2.5,
including proposed architectures, in both Cloud Computing and IoT, there is a
paucity of studies in QoS support for CoT. QoS-aware resource allocation
techniques have been studied for Cloud and IoT separately while they are still
developing for the CoT [157]. Limited support to QoS will severely impact the
performance of many CoT applications that require QoS support to maintain a
certain level of service quality. Therefore, QoS support is still needed for many
existing CoT proposals.
The work presented in this thesis is motivated as follows. CoT is complex
with large-scale computing infrastructure and heterogeneous resources. This
complexity leads to limited or missing shared access to CoT resources. This
limitation hinders the reusability of CoT resources and creates expensive
replications of CoT deployments as each CoT application requires a dedicated
CoT infrastructure. This also makes investments in CoT infeasible to many
prospective stakeholders. Cloud and IoT consequently cannot yet fully utilise
each other’s capabilities because IoT resources cannot be shared similarly as
Cloud resources.
The work presented in this thesis aims to fill the gap created by the
limitations of the existing approaches discussed earlier as follows. Improving
shared access to CoT resources can be achieved by using market-based
mechanisms. The approach presented in this thesis re-imagines CoT resources
as commodities rather than organisational assets. This approach is inspired by
similar market-based mechanisms used in similar large-scale computing




The following requirements/considerations are taking into account when the
proposed approach is constructed to achieve improved shared access to CoT
using market-based mechanisms. CoT resources need to be described generically
to enable quantifying their values and monetising them. A strategy/mechanism
is required to enable/improve shared access to physical IoT resources with
constrained power and computing capabilities. A trading model is required to
match the consumers (applications) to providers (resources). A marketplace
system architecture for trading CoT resources is required to implement the
trading model and proof the concept and validate the feasibility of the proposed
approach. The scalability and QoS requirements of CoT applications must be
taken into account.
The requirements mentioned earlier are addressed as follows: the requirements
for trading CoT resources and the justification of the proposed approach are
discussed in Chapter 3, a generic description model for CoT resources and shared
access and allocation strategy for CoT resources are proposed and presented in
Chapter 4, the trading model for CoT resource and the marketplace architecture
are developed and discussed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 presents the multi-objective
QoS model to address the QoS requirements while trading CoT resources. To the




Trading Cloud of Things
Resources
3.1 Introduction
Motivating trading CoT resources is essential to understand the drivers for
developing the proposed approach and the requirements of the solution. The
research presented in this chapter provides the background for these topics and
presents the methodology of the research to design a solution based on the
discussed requirements.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the
motivations for trading CoT resources, Section 3.3 presents the requirements for
a solution to the problem of limited shared access to CoT resources, motivations
for the proposed solution are discussed in Section 3.4, Section 3.5 describes the
methodology of the work presented in this thesis, conclusions of this chapter are
drawn in Section 3.6.
3.2 Motivations for Trading Cloud of Things
Resources
The rapid development of the IoT has led to a large number of providers of
hardware and software platforms. The costs of building and deploying IoT
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applications is dropping dramatically to the point where generic commodity IoT
deployments are feasible and motivated. In the future, commoditised resources
can be greatly utilised in high-density areas (e.g. metropolitan areas, city
centres) where CoT resources can be offered to many consumers. Providers will
be able to deploy IoT nodes with a range of sensors, actuators, cameras and
other resources, and make these devices available to clients to monitor and
control the surrounding environments. The desirable situation in which IoT
resources will be globally available to such clients requires the creation of an
open market for commodity IoT resources in the same way that a market for
Cloud Computing resources has emerged. Currently, managing IoT resources is
still a challenge due to their heterogeneity and constrained capabilities [17]. For
this to be viable, there needs to be both technical and commercial CoT
integration support. The technical support involves the use of dynamic bridges,
proxies and gateways to allow IoT applications development using established
Cloud Computing platforms [10, 166]. The commercial support includes using
market-based mechanisms as an approach to improve resources management in
CoT, especially resource allocation [151]. The following attempts to solidify this
by highlighting the important considerations in the argument for a market for
commodity CoT resources.
• Enabling interoperability: Enabling interoperability is a well-known
challenge for Cloud and IoT implementations due to the heterogeneity of
both technologies. Commodity CoT resources will be used only if
consumers are not restricted to a specific service provider and can switch
between providers due to changes in consumers’ requirements or providers’
offerings. A market for trading CoT resources would encourage the
development of standards and improve interoperability.
• Creating new business values: As the number of CoT deployments
increase, the risk of a small number of providers controlling the market is
high; such as is currently being observed in the Cloud Computing market.
This increases the risk of single provider technical failures, as well as
single vendor lock-in [125]. Technical failures such as bugs,
misconfigurations and security breaches can have a substantial negative
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impact on the operations of many consumers simultaneously. A CoT
marketplace will enable competitive and independent implementations of
CoT protocols which will significantly reduce any monopoly-related risks.
Consumers will also benefit from enjoying the freedom of choices from a
multitude of providers.
CoT services also require joint efforts and cooperation between businesses
to bring new services to the market. A market will enable businesses to go
beyond the traditional known business models (e.g. Business to Business,
Business to consumer) to new ones such as business to business to consumer
(B2B2C) where the end service is traded by the adjacent industry partner
who owns and manages the relationship with the end consumer [57].
Furthermore, the provision of IoT services usually requires significant
investments which are not affordable by most small and medium
enterprises. A marketplace of commodity CoT resources will enable SMEs
to be involved in a larger community. This can also attract smaller
consumers with specialised needs who are best served on a retail rather
than a wholesale basis. Aggregations of small providers can also form
offerings from multiple CoT resource sets.
• Improving service level agreements: Essential to the success of
commodity CoT resources is the development of well-defined service level
agreements [41]. SLAs are currently negotiated between each provider and
consumer in Cloud Computing. A market has a standard SLA which
defines the minimum terms of contracts that will cover both providers and
consumers. Those terms are based on the characteristics of a service
rather than a provider or a consumer-based agreement. Both providers
and consumers can negotiate further terms and conditions to be included
in their own SLAs without breaking the basic market SLA. A standard
SLA has some benefits including better legal protection for consumers and
providers, better pricing policies and improved standards for market entry.
• Enabling innovations: A market for commodity CoT resources will add a
large number of players to the current market. This will promote innovation
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in the required infrastructure, including IoT and Cloud technologies. This
should allow infrastructure vendors to produce, market and support a wide
range of differentiated services. It may also motivate the emergence of new
infrastructure suppliers, and motivate innovative design and adoption of
mobile sensor networks that can support mobile CoT applications. It is also
expected to enable hardware and software innovations when a large number
of software developers and hardware makers respond to the requirements of
the CoT market.
Although there is no standard for building CoT applications yet, this
creates a unique solution for every deployment. Service providers also
restrain innovations by locking-in their consumers and restricting
application development to the providers’ infrastructure. A market will
support development by facilitating the emergence of standard interfaces.
These motivations show the many advantages of providing support for the
commoditisation of CoT resources. A market will enable technical innovation
through interoperability between types of CoT resources and applications as well
as business innovations and improved SLAs. To support these goals, there needs
to be a standard way of describing CoT resources and services. An architecture
for trading these resources with efficient algorithms that match resources provided
with potential consumers of those resources would also be needed. The following
section describes the requirements for efficient trading of CoT resources supported
by the ideas discussed in this section.
3.3 Requirements for Trading Cloud of Things
Resources
For efficient commoditisation of CoT resources, global on-demand access,
efficient sharing, and optimal allocation of CoT resources have to be enabled
using market-based mechanisms. Trading CoT resources is a multifaceted
process. It involves describing heterogeneous CoT resources, mapping resources
to applications, optimising the proposed maps, performing resource allocation
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and scheduling of the optimal map. To shape this approach, the following
considerations are taken into account:
1. CoT resources and applications are heterogeneous. To decompose this
complexity and improve interoperability, resource deployment and
application development are considered distinct from each other. This
lowers the investment required for infrastructure deployments, accelerate
application prototyping and enable efficient trading.
2. CoT systems are large-scale and their commoditisation mechanisms,
therefore, have to be scalable. In particular, having the ability to handle
significant large numbers of resources and application requests
simultaneously.
3. CoT resources are naturally constrained in terms of computing and power
capabilities, IoT physical nodes in particular. Due to such challenge,
concurrent shared access to those resources may not be possible, but has
to be resolved.
Based on the above considerations, the following requirements of the proposed
approach are identified:
• A Description Model for CoT Resources: The challenges of CoT
heterogeneity and complexity lead to challenges in defining CoT resources
and quantifying their values. A market-based mechanism to trade CoT
resources should consider using a generic mean of describing such
heterogeneous resources and provide an efficient way of quantifying their
value.
• Shared Access Strategy for Constrained CoT Resources:
Resource sharing mechanisms in Cloud Computing differs significantly
from the ones available to IoT resources. The primary difference between
the two is the capabilities of each technology. Cloud resources are usually
hosted in powerful large-scale data-centres to provide virtually unlimited,
elastic and on-demand computing resources. In contrast, IoT resources are
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Figure 3.1: CoT marketplace concept.
widely distributed across the application area with constrained
computational and power resources where they cannot be demanded or
shared elastically as Cloud resources. There should be an efficient
mechanism to improve shared access to CoT resources.
• A Trading Model: For the commodity IoT resources to be entirely
accepted and integrated with current infrastructures, they must be
publicly accessible. The access method appropriate for this is using the
Cloud Computing service model where consumers purchase openly
available resources or services and pay for the level of actual utilisation.
The Cloud service model is preferable to users due to its speedy trading
process and its job-oriented pricing model. Although this can be described
as minimal integration CoT in the literature, it can be tailored to support
other integration approaches.
• A Marketplace System: The concept of CoT marketplace revolves
around the idea of having a marketplace where providers offer their deployed
CoT resources and applications (consumers) request access to the offered
resources. The marketplace maps requests to resources by forming a bundle
of resources from multiple providers based on the application requirements.
The concept of the proposed marketplace is visualised in Figure 3.1.
• The Marketplace Participants: For the marketplace to be fully
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functional, there should be at least two types of participants in the
marketplace. Participants are providers of resources and consumers of
resources. A third type that combines the roles of consumers and
providers is also possible where it is called prosumers [13]. In CoT trading
environment, providers are the owners or deployers of resources while the
consumers are the application owners or developers.
• Other Requirements: Other requirements of the marketplace can be
implemented based on its design and operational goals. These requirements
can be justified as follows:
– QoS Support. To support efficient trading of CoT resources, a
generic and dynamic QoS support is needed. QoS is vital in CoT
trading environment to measure the performance qualities of the
resources that meet the requirements of the consumers. A
market-based mechanism, therefore, has to take QoS into account.
– Scalability. A marketplace for CoT resources is expected to handle
a considerable number of consumer requests and provider resources
simultaneously. This can impact the system performance significantly
and consequently fail to trade CoT resources. The marketplace system
should have the ability to handle various scales of consumer requests
and provider resources.
– Security. Security is vital for any marketplace architecture. Security
vulnerabilities have to be identified and addressed by using various
security measures to secure the operations of the marketplace.
– Multiple Business Models. To satisfy the requirements of
different CoT applications, the marketplace should support different
business models. This includes consumer-to-consumer (C2C),
business-to-consumer (B2C), business-to-business (B2B) and
business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C). It may also consider
implementing the system to support one or more of the following
market structures: broker systems, monopoly markets, oligopoly
markets, single-side auctions and double-side auctions [122].
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– Multiple Participant Objectives. Marketplace participants have
different requirements and goals. For instance, consumers are likely
to bid for the lowest cost possible while providers aim to maximise
their revenues. Consumers may have conflicting objectives at the same
time (e.g. maximising resource coverage while minimising the response
time) [100]. The marketplace system should provide a mechanism to
maintain the balance among conflict objectives.
3.4 Motivations for The Proposed Approach
The following can be observed from the motivations and requirements discussed
in the preceding sections, as well as the literature review presented in the
preceding chapter. Despite many advantages to providing support for the
commoditisation of CoT resources, there needs to be an efficient way of trading
CoT resources that takes into account the heterogeneity, complexity and
scalability of CoT. The proposed approach presented in this thesis re-imagines
the CoT trading environment to involve optimisation algorithms instead of
traditional dedicated auctioneers that match resources provided with potential
consumers. Using optimisation-based strategies provide the flexibility and
dynamism needed in CoT systems. In contrast to the traditional
auctioneer-based approaches, the optimisation approaches require minimal
changes either by using different objectives or different optimisation strategies.
This approach reduces the time needed to find an optimal map of consumers to
providers for real-time CoT applications.
This approach is inspired and motivated by the successful use of
optimisation-based approaches in large-scale computing systems similar to CoT.
Motivating examples are discussed as follows. An optimisation-based task
scheduling model is proposed in [59] to minimise the computational cost of
transferring data and processing applications in Cloud Computing. A
meta-heuristic application for scheduling workflows tasks in the Cloud is
presented in [103] to optimise the cost of resources. A market model based on
combinatorial double auction resource allocation is introduced in [143] to
improve the trading fairness for consumers and providers of Cloud services. A
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model for service allocation is proposed in [36] to optimise the computational
cost and resource availability in fog computing environments. An optimisation
algorithm is used in [56] to optimise the profit of clients in a cloud system based
on SLAs. A multiobjective model for optimising response time, resource cost
and brokers’ profit in Cloud environments is developed in [81]. A scheduling
framework for optimising the cost and execution time of high-performance
computing applications in the Cloud is presented in [150]. An evaluation of
optimisation-based approach is performed in [114] to optimise the performance
and cost of IoT applications on Cloud. To optimise the energy of Cloud radio
access network for IoT, an optimisation-based resource allocation scheme is
proposed in [165]. A further optimisation approaches and objectives for cloud
computing are surveyed in [60,140] and for WSNs in [51].
3.5 Methodology
The project is developed in two phases; first, the preliminary design and
evaluation, followed by the final design and evaluation. The first phase aims to
investigate the research problem of limited shared access to CoT resources, and
to preliminary design a solution with adequate experimental evaluation. This
phase includes the research proposal that thoroughly reviews the related work
in areas of Cloud Computing, IoT, WSNs and Grid Computing. The analysis of
the research gap confirms that there is a need for a potential solution using
market-based mechanisms as in other large-scale computing environments, but
the focus of previous studies is on improving shared access to CoT data only
while improving shared access to physical IoT resources is still missing. Upon
the completion of the gap analysis, the following research questions are formed:
• Can market-based mechanisms improve the shared access to CoT resources?
• Are optimisation algorithms effective and efficient in trading CoT resources
to improve their shared access?
Forming the research questions is followed by proposing the aims and objectives
as discussed earlier. The preliminary design and evaluation in this phase focus
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on developing the following outcomes: 1) resource description model for CoT
resources, 2) shared access and resource allocation strategy, 3) the optimisation
model used to map requests to resources and 4) the prototype marketplace system.
Prototyping the proposed system is performed through the cycle of requirements
analysis, design, development and intensive testing. The experimental evaluation
at this stage aims to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
Phase two is dedicated to improving the proposed models developed during
phase one by tuning the design and performing the final experimental evaluation.
In addition to improving the components developed in phase one, a QoS model for
optimising QoS trading objectives is proposed and evaluated during this phase.
The same software development cycle is used in this phase as in phase one. The
experimental evaluation in phase two tests the performance and scalability of
the proposed marketplace system. Both phases are visualised in Figure 3.2 to
illustrate the research methodology.
Setting up a real-world CoT environment for this research is complex and
very expensive. To commoditise CoT resources in reality, a large number of
heterogeneous resources has to be involved including various types of IoT nodes
with different sensors, actuators and computing components. This complexity
is required to justify the research approach and the results when commoditising
CoT resources. Therefore, the approach taken in this research is to simulate
the data generation of resources and requests. Existing public data sets such
as Citypulse [124] and SocialIoT [158] do not provide metadata for IoT physical
resources. Data sets evaluated in this thesis are generated based on surveying
the most common properties available for IoT resources in large vendors such as
Amazon, Google and IBM.
3.6 Discussion
This chapter discussed motivations and requirements for the solution of limited or
missing reusability of CoT resources. It aimed to justify the need for a practical
solution based on the requirements identified. The chapter also described the
methodology of the research presented in this thesis.
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Figure 3.2: Summary of the methodology for this 2-phase research project.
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Technical and business benefits presented in Section 3.2 motivated supporting
commodity CoT resources. Technical aspects discussed imply that improving
shared access to CoT resources may resolve CoT interoperability issues among
different standards and enable CoT software and hardware innovations. Based
on the survey of existing research that attempts to address the problem of shared
access to CoT resources, Section 3.3 identified and discussed the requirements
of the solution. This includes a standard way of describing CoT resources, a
mechanism to improve shared access during the resource allocation process, a
trading model for matching the supply and demand, a marketplace system and
several non-functional requirements. It can be understood from the requirements
identified that traditional auctioneer-based approaches may not be feasible for
CoT dynamism, performance and scalability.
In Section 3.4, motivations for the proposed solution described many
proposed optimisation-based solutions for Cloud, IoT and WSNs that inspired
the proposed approach presented in this thesis. It is understood from the
discussion that optimisation-based approaches were able to improve shared
access to resources in other large-scale computing environments with similar
complexity and scalability aspects of CoT. This would enable CoT to utilise
optimisation strategies in addressing its flexibility and dynamism requirements.
Section 3.5 presented the methodology of the research. Based on the
requirements identified earlier, the research is divided into two phases. The first
phase focuses on the initial design of the solution and the preliminary
experiments to validate the concept. The improved design in phase two is to be
evaluated by further experiments to test the system performance and scalability.
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the proposed methodology features a systematic
theoretical review of the research problem and conceptualisation of the solution




Approach for Trading Cloud of
Things Resources
4.1 Introduction
Cloud of Things is increasingly viewed as a paradigm that can satisfy the
diverse requirements of emerging IoT applications. The potential of CoT is not
yet realised due to challenges in sharing and reusing IoT physical resources
across multiple applications. Existing approaches provide small-scale and
hardware-dependent shared access to IoT resources. The research presented in
this thesis considers using market-based mechanisms to commoditise CoT
resources as the approach to enable shared access to CoT resources and to
improve their reusability. In order to achieve these goals, this chapter describes
the proposed approach of trading CoT resources using optimisation strategies to
match the demand of CoT applications to the supply of CoT resources based on
the requirements for trading CoT resources.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 introduces
and discusses the the main components of the proposed approach, Section 4.3
describes the proposed shared access mechanism for CoT resources, Section 4.4
provides a case study for the proposed approach applications, Preliminary
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experimental evaluation is presented in Section 4.5, Conclusions drawn from
this chapter are discussed in Section 4.6.
4.2 Proposed Approach for Trading CoT
Resources
Trading CoT resources is a multifaceted process. It describes the process of
commoditising CoT resources by mapping resources from multiple providers to
applications from multiple consumers based on the application requirements,
optimising the proposed maps, performing resource allocation and scheduling of
the optimal map. To shape this approach based on the considerations and
requirements for trading CoT resources discussed earlier in Chapter 3, the
following components are designed:
4.2.1 The Marketplace System
For efficient commoditisation of CoT resources, global on-demand access, efficient
sharing, and optimal allocation of CoT resources have to be enabled. In order
to achieve this goal, a marketplace architecture for trading CoT resources is
needed. CoT marketplace concept was introduced and depicted earlier in Figure
3.1. The idea is to have a marketplace - denoted by M - where providers offer their
deployed CoT resources and applications request access to the offered resources.
The marketplace matches requests to resources by forming a bundle of resources
from multiple providers based on the application requirements.
In this section, an initial design of CoT marketplace is proposed and presented
in Figure 4.1. The proposed architecture and the process of trading CoT resources
described in this section will be significantly improved in the next chapter to
reflect the development of the research presented in this thesis. The aim of this
preliminary design and evaluation of the marketplace architecture is to provide
a proof of concept that experimentally validates the feasibility of the proposed
approach in trading CoT and improving shared access to CoT resources. The
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Figure 4.1: Preliminary design of CoT marketplace architecture.
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Providers submit their resources and consumers submit their requests to the
marketplace using their integrated applications via web services. The resource
request manager filters both requests and resources to ensure they meet the
marketplace standards. The resource directory tries extracting the metadata of
the resources that meet the marketplace standards while rejecting the ones that
do not meet the marketplace standards, or their metadata could not be
extracted. Upon successful extraction of the resources’ properties from their
metadata, a standard description of the resources is stored in the resource
directory. Requests that met the marketplace standards are stored directly into
the request directly. The users who submit their resources or request are
profiled and stored into the user directory. Once resources and requests are
ready for trading, the resource request manager sends the available resources
and requests to the optimiser to start the trading process. The optimiser
consists of two components, namely utility directory and optimisation tool. The
utility directory maintains all utilities defined for trading proposes (e.g.
cost-based objectives, time-based objectives, performance-based objectives).
The optimisation tool stores and implements the most suitable optimisation
techniques to optimise matching requests to resources efficiently. Based on the
optimisation process, the optimiser produces an optimal solution often called an
optimal map or optimal assignment. The optimal assignment is submitted by
the optimiser to the resource allocation manager to allocate the requested
resources accordingly. The scheduler maintains the resource schedule, controls
the lease-time of resources and manages the assignments of tasks in the Cloud.
The allocator orchestrates mechanisms of joining and dis-joining resources based
on scheduler plan. The monitor tool monitors the ongoing consumption of the
resources by CoT applications and the availability of the resources.
This architecture is designed with the consideration of flexibility and
dynamism required in CoT where the optimiser is the heart of the system. The
optimiser employs optimisation algorithms that require no or minimal changes
when changes occur to resources, requests or the objectives of trading. Changes
can be addressed by either using different/improved utility functions or different
optimisation techniques. It reduces the time required to find a better
assignment of resource allocation, or increases to the number of candidate
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solutions and provides significant support to the scalability requirements of
CoT. These benefits are challenging to achieve by existing approaches reviewed
in Chapters 2 and 3.
4.2.2 The Marketplace Participants
The marketplace consists of two categories of participants, namely providers and
consumers. Providers can be CoT infrastructure owners or deployers and are
denoted by P = (p1, . . . , pm). pm represents an individual, an organisation or
a broker who manages resources on behalf of others. P submit their resources
R = (r1, . . . , rj) to the marketplace.
Consumers are application owners or developers and are set to
C = (c1, . . . , cn). cn represents an individual, organisation or a broker who
manages applications on behalf of others. C submit requests
RQ = (rq1, . . . , rqi) to the marketplace for their CoT applications
A = (a1, . . . , az) to access and utilise a set of R.
4.2.3 A Multi-attribute Description Model for CoT
Resource
There is a wide range of CoT heterogeneous physical resources. For instance,
sensors, actuators, smart meters, cameras, mobile phones and fitness trackers.
The heterogeneity of CoT resources poses challenges for two reasons. First, it is
challenging to describe what a “resource” is in a generic way that can be used
to describe all existing and potential CoT resources. It is important for the
description model to be generic enough to describe any resources regardless of
their vendor, type, hardware and software properties. Second, it is challenging
to quantify the value of such heterogeneous resources to enable them to be
commoditised. Thus, there is a need for a description model that takes into the
account the complexity of describing heterogeneous CoT resources by; 1)
defining CoT resources, 2) providing a generic description of the resources’




There are several description models for IoT resources such as the Sensor
Model Language (SensorML) [105], IoT Ontologies [61] and a unified IoT ontology
[6]. However, these models have the following shortcomings. They provide either
a very limited support to a number of IoT resources (e.g. sensors only or sensors
and actuators only), or they do not consider a resource description that enables
quantifying the resource value. Additionally, some of the existing models suffer
from a heavyweight encoding that is not suitable for constrained IoT resources
[99].
To ease these challenges, CoT resources can be defined generically based on
their main physical components and functionalities. A CoT resource, node, device
or thing can be defined as a device that is powered by an energy source with one
or more basic computing functionalities (I/O, Processing, Storage) that interacts
by monitoring, sensing and/or actuating of certain events in the surrounding
environment (using Sensor(s), Camera(s), Actuator(s)) and communicates with
other entities of a network (using Communication unit(s)). Figure 4.2 illustrates
the main components of a CoT node.
To overcome the complexity of CoT nodes heterogeneity, a set of generic
attributes is proposed to describe the properties and functionalities of the
resource. Each resource rj has a set of attributes that contributes to its value
when traded as a commodity. This includes multi-attributes of physical
components (e.g. processing, actuating, sensing, power) and non-physical
functions or features (e.g. security, location, redundancy). Each property or
feature can be expanded into a multilevel sub-attributes to improve the
presence of the commodity resource in the marketplace. For instance, the
sensing capability of the resource can be described in terms of its sensing type
(e.g. environmental, footfall), sensing range (e.g. limited, average, long),
maximum transmission power and the number of sensors available in the
resource. The reset of the resource properties can be described in the same way,
forming a multi-attribute generic model of describing CoT resources. The
proposed model describes CoT resources autonomously as follows. Providers
submit their resources to the resource manager where it checks the submitted
resources against several marketplace requirements such as pricing, billing, QoS












Figure 4.2: Main components of IoT node.
returned to their providers. Accepted resources flow to the next stage filtration,
where the resource manager attempts to extract the values of the resource
properties. Resources with unreadable values or missing the majority of
required values are rejected and returned to their providers for revision.
Readable metadata of resources get extracted and stored into the resource
directory. The final step of describing the resources is quantifying their values.
The description model is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The value of the multi-attributes presented in the previous step can then be
quantified by assigning corresponding numerical values. This is a vital step to
monetise heterogeneous resources generically, to enable them to be traded and
as a result, to improve shared access to the resources. This can be achieved by
assigning lower numerical values to attributes representing low resource
specification and vice versa. Zero is a corresponding value for a missing resource





> 0, if raj can be described from rj0, otherwise (4.1)
For instance, a power capacity attribute of rj can be quantified as either
[Power = [Permanent, 2]] or [Power = [Battery, 1]]. In this case, a resource
with permanent power supply is assigned a higher value than the one operates
by a battery and is likely to have a better value when commoditised. This offers
the flexibility required in quantifying the value of heterogeneous CoT resources
before the trading process starts. A snapshot of a single resource description is
provided in Table 4.1.
Once the resource is properly described, the request can be formed accordingly.
Requests can be submitted by a consumer who consumes resources only, or by
a provider of resources who provides resources for consumption or re-providing
them to a third party. It is assumed that the request is for a homogeneous set of
resources for an application. Four examples of requests are explained as part of
case studies in Section 4.4.
4.2.4 The Optimisation Model
After CoT resources being described and their values quantified, resources can be
matched with the application requests. The work presented in this thesis takes a
unique approach to perform the matching by using optimisation algorithms as a
mapper to match requests and resources. This approach provides the following
advantages that justify the use of optimisation algorithms.
1. Using optimisation algorithms provides improved architectural flexibility
for CoT systems over the conventional designed components (e.g.
auctioneer, mapper). This means there is minimal or no need to modify
the optimisation algorithm to support any changes in other marketplace
system components or CoT resources and requests.
2. Optimisation algorithms are known to find optimal solutions to very
complex problems that may have a very large number of candidate
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the CoT resource description model.
solutions. These problems are similar in complexity and scalability to the
problem of trading CoT resources presented in this thesis [30, 130].
3. The speed of many optimisation algorithms addresses the requirements of
the CoT marketplace in finding an optimal solution promptly.
4. The proposed approach presented in this thesis relies on the use of
gradient-free optimisation algorithms (a.k.a. derivative-free algorithms).
Using this type of optimisation algorithms does not require the calculation
of the gradient or derivative to find the optimal solution. The
computation of the gradient can be impractical or computationally costly
for large-scale optimisation problems such as trading CoT resources.
The optimisation layer represents the operational tier of the system.
Applications can discover resources that are already stored in the resource
request manager. Bids flow from resource request manager to the optimiser
where they are mapped to form bundles. Resource bundles represent a set of
resources from multiple providers that can potentially be utilised by multiple
applications. Whilst being forwarded to the optimiser, resource bundles and
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application requests are filtered. Pluggable filters include a wide range of
filtering criteria such as location, resource coverage, computing and energy
requirements whose aim is to reduce the search space of the problem and
generate potential optimal maps only. This is achieved by evaluating each map
based on the objective and its compliance with search constraints discarding
maps that are either extreme (e.g. very expensive resource) or violate the
constraints (e.g. below certain energy level). Filtered resource bundles and
application requests are forwarded to the optimiser. The optimiser performs a
two-stage process as follows: 1) construct optimal maps that consist of resource
bundles and application requests ready for allocation, 2) evaluate the optimal
maps based on the participants’ goals using utility functions presented in
Section 4.2.5. One optimal map is forwarded to the resource allocation manager
for resources to be allocated to the applications. The optimisation model is
presented in Figure 4.4.
4.2.5 Trading objectives
Trading objectives represent the goals of providers P and consumers C from
participating in trading CoT resources. These goals are formulated as objective
functions to provide significant flexibility for the optimisation model. Using this
approach would minimise the re-development effort of the system components
that may be required in case of resource changes. Changes can be implemented
as a new objective function without or with minimal changes to the system.
The stage of preliminary design and evaluation considers the following trading
objectives:
Objective 1: Maximising Provider Profit. The providers always aim to
maximise their profit. A utility is needed to achieve this objective. rcj denotes
the cost of a resource from provider j, and ti denotes the requested lease time of
a resource by consumer i. The cost of allocating a resource to a consumer can be





























Figure 4.4: The optimisation model.
The pseudocode of maximising provider profit utility is shown in Algorithm 1.
Objective 2: Maximising Resource Coverage. Consumers are expected
to look for resources that provide them with the maximum area coverage when
utilising resources. This is challenging due to the fact that different measurements
of power and area should be considered simultaneously where each of them have
a different scale. To achieve this goal, the sensing range of a resource sj and
the maximum transmission power level Etmax can be used to measure how far a
resource can reach (sj.Etmax). The requested location of resources is equal for
all consumers and formulated as A = (xiyi) that represents rectangular grids of
identical dimensions. All variables are then normalised to adjust their values on
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Algorithm 1 Utility for maximising provider profit
Input: 1) list of consumers with their requests’ attributes, 2) list of providers with
their resources’ attributes.
Output: assignment(consumers, providers) of best optimised profit
Function: Provider Profit Utility Function
1: Initialise cost and capacity counter to zero, assignments to empty
2: Loop over array of initial guess
3: Generate an assignment of (consumers, providers)
4: End Loop
5: Loop over list of generated assignments
6: If length(consumers) = length(assignments) AND capacity Counter < provider
Capacity AND consumer Bid ≤ provider Cost AND energy Requested ≤ energy
Offered
7: Then, calculate Provider Profit
8: Else, set provider Cost to minimum value
9: End Loop
10: increase capacity Counter
11: calculate profit of all participated Providers in the assignment
12: return profit of the assignment to optimiser
END Function
different scales to a numerical common scale. The objective of maximising the











Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of a utility maximising area coverage.
Objective 3: Minimising Response Time. Response time is also
considered one of the very important objectives to minimise in large-scale
distributed systems. The latency between consumer i and provider j is denoted
by Lij = tack − tstart which measures the elapsed time from submitting the
request by consumer i to the time of receiving an acknowledgement from a
provider j. Estimated queuing and transmitting delays tqd are also considered
here where they can be formulated as tqd =
Lij
RQi
. The objective to minimise
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Algorithm 2 Utility for maximising area coverage
Input: 1) list of consumers with their resource requests’ attributes, 2) list of providers
with their resources’ attributes, 3) Area of requested resources
Output: assignment(consumers, providers) of best optimised coverage
Function: Coverage Utility Function
1: Initialise capacity counter to zero, assignments to empty
2: Loop over array of initial guess
3: Generate an assignment of (consumers, providers)
4: End Loop
5: Loop over list of generated assignments
6: If length(consumers) = length(assignments) AND capacity Counter < provider
Capacity AND consumer Bid ≤ provider Cost AND energy Requested ≤ energy
Offered
7: Then, calculate coverage of the requested resource
8: Else, set coverage to minimum value
9: End Loop
10: increase capacity Counter
11: calculate the coverage of all participated resources in the assignment
12: return the coverage of the assignment to optimiser
END Function






Lij + tqd (4.4)
The pseudocode of the utility minimising the response time is shown in Algorithm
3.
Objective 4: Minimising Energy Consumption. Another important
objective is to minimise the power consumption of matched resources while being
utilised by consumers. It can be measured by the difference between the initial
power supply of the resource and the estimated power consumption requested by







(Epj − Eri) (4.5)




Algorithm 3 Utility for minimising response time
Input: 1) list of consumers with their resource requests’ attributes, 2) list of providers
with their resources’ attributes
Output: assignment(consumers, providers) of best optimised response time
Function: Response Time Utility Function
1: Initialise capacity counter to zero, assignments to empty
2: Loop over array of initial guess
3: Generate an assignment of (consumers, providers)
4: End Loop
5: Loop over list of generated assignments
6: If length(consumers) = length(assignments) AND capacity Counter < provider
Capacity AND consumer Bid ≤ provider Cost AND energy Requested ≤ energy
Offered
7: Then, calculate response time of requested resource
8: Else, set response time to maximum value
9: End Loop
10: increase capacity Counter
11: calculate response time of all participated resources in the assignment
12: return the response time of the assignment to optimiser
END Function
Objective 5: Maximising Marketplace Profit. In case the marketplace
is non-volunteering or not a community-based, there will be fees for trading
CoT resources called a marketplace commission that is denoted by cm. The
marketplace will aim to maximise its profit at each successful round of resource
allocation. bi is set as a bid of consumer i, rcj denoted the cost of a resource
from provider j and ti denotes the requested lease time of a resource by
consumer i. The commission of the market can be presented as
cm = (bi − rcj).ti. The cost of a resource is presented as rcj. The objective to






cmij + rcj (4.6)
The pseudocode of the utility maximising Mg is provided in Algorithm 5.
Each resource provider has a limited capacity for offering its resources to
consumers. The capacity of the provider has to be greater than or equal to the
total capacity requested from consumers. A capacity constraint is introduced as
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Algorithm 4 Utility for minimising energy consumption
Input: 1) list of consumers with their resource requests’ attributes, 2) list of providers
with their resources’ attributes
Output: assignment(consumers, providers) of best optimised energy consumption
Function: Energy Consumption Utility Function
1: Initialise capacity counter to zero, assignments to empty
2: Loop over array of initial guess
3: Generate an assignment of (consumers, providers)
4: End Loop
5: Loop over list of generated assignments
6: If length(consumers) = length(assignments) AND capacity Counter < provider
Capacity AND consumer Bid ≤ provider Cost AND energy Requested ≤ energy
Offered
7: Then, calculate energy consumption of participated resource
8: Else, set energy consumption to maximum value
9: End Loop
10: Increase capacity counter
11: Calculate the total energy consumption of resources in the assignment





rqi ≤ cpj, where j = 1, ...,m (4.7)
rqi in constraint (4.7) denotes the number of requests from consumers while cpj
is set to total capacity of provider j.
Constraint (4.8) shows the cost of a resource rcj and the bid from consumer
bi have to be positive and bi has to be greater than or equal rcj.
0 < rcj ≤ bi (4.8)
Constraint (4.9) ensures the initial power Epj of a resource and the estimated
power consumption of the consumer Eri are positive values and Eri is less than
Epj. The three constraints are applied together to all utility functions used in
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Algorithm 5 Utility for maximising marketplace profit
Input: 1) list of consumers with their resource requests’ attributes, 2) list of providers
with their resources’ attributes
Output: assignment(consumers, providers) of best optimised marketplace profit
Function: Marketplace Profit Utility Function
1: Initialise capacity counter to zero, assignments to empty
2: Loop over array of initial guess
3: Generate an assignment of (consumers, providers)
4: End Loop
5: Loop over list of generated assignments
6: If length(consumers) = length(assignments) AND capacity Counter < provider
Capacity AND consumer Bid ≤ provider Cost AND energy Requested ≤ energy
Offered
7: Then, calculate marketplace profit
8: Else, set marketplace profit to minimum value
9: End Loop
10: Increase capacity counter
11: Calculate the total marketplace profit from the assignment
12: return The total marketplace profit to optimiser
END Function
this chapter.
0 < Eri ≤ Epj (4.9)
4.3 Enabling Shared Access to CoT Resources
As discussed earlier, resource sharing mechanisms in Cloud Computing matured
over time while approaches to sharing IoT resources are still emerging. One of
the major differences between the two types of resources is their computing and
energy capabilities. Cloud resources are usually hosted in powerful large-scale
data-centres to provide virtually unlimited, elastic and on-demand computing
resources supplied by permanent sources of energy. Conversely, IoT resources are
widely distributed across the application area with constrained computational
and power resources. Therefore, there is a need for the shared access methods to
enable shared access to such constrained resources.
The solution presented in this chapter is described as follows. A marketplace
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system receives requests from consumers and resources from providers. Market-
based notations are used to quantify the value of IoT physical resources and
requests. Based on the goal of the marketplace, an optimisation strategy is used to
perform two tasks as follows: 1) Map the requests to resources that satisfy them,
and 2) Evaluate the mapped assignments of requests and resources to propose
an optimal assignment. The optimal assignment is scheduled as presented in the
following sections.
To support shared access to CoT resources, the concept of Exclusive Shared
Access (ESA) is introduced. The concept describes the process of scheduling CoT
physical resources to be accessed and utilised by a single consumer at a given
time and by multiple consumers over the length of the schedule. The concept is
two-fold: 1) Exclusive access by each consumer to the desired resources at the
required time, and 2) Shared access for multiple consumers to the same resources
throughout the schedule. When the utilisation time of a consumer elapses, the
resources are released and assigned to the next consumer in the schedule. When
the schedule completes, the assigned resources are totally released back to the
proposed system for a new round of mapping to different consumers.
The advantages of this approach include the following:
1. Improving Interoperability: IoT physical resources are truly utilised
when consumers are not restricted to specific infrastructure and can move
their applications to different providers due to changes in requirements or
market offerings. The proposed approach is implemented by a marketplace
where heterogeneous vendor-independent and platform-independent
resources can be utilised by various CoT applications.
2. Reducing Costs: It is a cost-effective approach that separates between
CoT application development and CoT infrastructure deployment.
Infrastructure deployers can deploy their IoT resources independently
without considering application-specific requirements. Similarly,
application developers can develop their applications without usual
concerns about infrastructure complexity and costs. The cost is reduced
for application developers as they do not require a dedicated IoT
infrastructure and any maintenance or specialised personnel to deploy it.
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Infrastructure owners reduce their application development costs and
increase their revenue from the trading which may justify the return on
investment (ROI) of IoT infrastructure that can be very costly and
infeasible for many emerging applications. This will likely reduce the
overall costs and motivate new services and applications.
3. Providing Flexibility: The proposed approach provides significant
flexibility to various CoT applications. For instance, time-sensitive
applications including law enforcement and emergency agencies can gain
high priority access to various CoT resources to monitor and respond to
incidents as needed in real-time. More case uses are described in Section
4.4.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work is the first to coin the concept of
Exclusive Shared Access (ESA) to CoT resources. It is also the first to implement
the concept in trading CoT setup and evaluate it using different optimisation
strategies. Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b provide a visual illustration of ESA of an
optimised map of CoT applications and resources.
4.4 Case Study
In this section, the following case study is discussed. The area around a high-
traffic street of a metropolitan city is considered a desirable location for multiple
enterprises and public organisations to implement their IoT applications. To
elaborate, CoT application scenarios are illustrated in Figure 4.6.
4.4.1 Resource Providers
In this case study, four providers deploy their networks of IoT resources across
the considered area. Each network of a provider consists of multiple
homogeneous nodes. Nodes of all providers become heterogeneous when
compared with each others’. Each node consists of constrained computing
capabilities that may differ from one to another. This may include a
























































































































































































































Figure 4.5: Two views of an optimised map of CoT applications and resources as
a result of ESA (a) resource view (b) application view.
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Figure 4.6: CoT application.
chip. IoT nodes are connected via their providers’ area-wide wireless networks.
The usage of different node types is discussed in the following section.
4.4.2 Resource Consumers
IoT resources can be consumed by a wide range of applications. Upon successful
allocation of required resources, a consumer can send a software component (e.g.
Java applet or Python script) to configure and utilise the acquired resources
based on the application requirements. In this case study, four applications are
considered as IoT resource consumers including one business and three public
organisations. The four presented applications support the vision of a smart city.
Marketing Application. A marketing agency owns electronic billboards
around the area wants to develop an advertising application that uses statistics of
pedestrians footfall across sidewalks. The agency can use footfall statistics along
with other data sources to dynamically tailor selling of the electronic billboard
spaces to clients. In this case, the agency would request a resource bundle of
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multiple footfall sensors, specifying a location (e.g. 400m × 10m), undefined
node processing power, constant energy source, undefined storage capacity, and
network access, and certain security level.
Metropolitan Council Application. A metropolitan council has
increasing responsibilities towards the metropolitan area of the city. The council
plans to build an IoT application that can help in making better-informed
decisions. Pedestrian footfall is a good indicator of human activities within the
area. It can be used to plan maintenance of sidewalks and pavements as well as
building new ones. Maintenance projects within the area may require an
installation of temporary traffic lights to control pedestrian activities and car
traffic. Footfall sensors, traffic sensors and actuators play an important role in
optimising the traffic within the maintained area, especially during peak times.
The sensors can measure pedestrian activities and density of the traffic while
the actuators take control of traffic lights based on sensors readings. Light
sensors can also be used to switch on/off street and sidewalks lights at the right
time avoiding earlier or late switch on/off optimising the energy consumption
and the operational costs of the lights.
For long-term planning, the request would be for a bundle of any footfall
sensors within the area, minimal storage and processing capacities, minimal
network connectivity and basic security features. For day-to-day tasks, the
request would be for a bundle of good light sensors, footfall sensors and
actuators within 500m × 500m area. The power of the resources should be
consistent, with adequate storage and processing units, responsive network
access and good security characteristics.
Emergency Services Application. Metropolitan emergency services
including police, ambulance and fire brigade want to build an IoT application
that helps their teams accelerate their response to incidents. For instance,
footfall can be used for crowd tracking and analysis during public events. It also
allows to plan and aid evacuation procedures during incidents. Motion detection
can be employed to early discover breaches of controlled zones. Using this
application, emergency services can gain high priority access to a bundle of
resources for short periods of time. For planning and prediction, the resource
request would be for footfall sensors and motion detection cameras in a general
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location, with limited power, network, access and security characteristics. For a
live emergency event, the request would be for the maximum number of
resources around the incident location with the maximum reliability possible.
Environmental Monitoring Application. An environment agency aims to
build an application for environmental impact analysis. The application is useful
for monitoring and analysing various environmental indicators (e.g. pollution,
temperature, pressure, wind). These indicators help public decision-makers to
control pollutions and promote environment-friendly lifestyles in the metropolitan
area. The agency would request a bundle of distributed environmental sensors
across the area. Footfall sensors can also help to gain a detailed picture of the
environmental impact of activities in the area. As these applications are usually
financially constrained, the bundle request would be submitted with minimal
resources properties at the lowest price possible.
4.5 Preliminary Evaluation
This section provides two sets of preliminary experimental evaluation of the
trading model proposed and the ESA approach. Evaluation is presented as
follows:
4.5.1 Evaluating The Proposed Trading Approach
This section presents a proof of concept evaluation of trading CoT resources. A
3-tier marketplace system architecture is proposed to perform a set of
simulations. Simulations have the following aims: 1) evaluate the feasibility of
using market-based mechanisms to allocate CoT resources efficiently, 2) test
various utility functions to propose candidate assignments of consumers and
providers or requests and resources, and 3) evaluate the use of three
optimisation techniques in CoT trading setup.
4.5.1.1 Experimental Setup
Resource allocation in CoT is formulated as an optimisation problem where
different optimisation algorithms are applied including Particle Swarm
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Optimisation (PSO) [80], Differential Evolution (DE) [153] and Basin Hopping
(BH) [164]. These algorithms are selected for two reasons. They are
gradient-free, and they are well known to solve problems similar to the problem
of trading CoT resources in complexity and scalability. The optimisation
problem formulated in this chapter is considered as a single-objective problem
and the implementation is performed accordingly.
The marketplace is assumed to find the optimal assignment of providers to
consumers based on the five utilities introduced earlier. The scenario used in all
simulations in this section is presented as follows. A number of 100 providers
submit their resources to the marketplace to match them with requests of 50
consumers.
Three optimisation techniques are used to find optimal solutions. The three
techniques implemented without modification or improvement using Python
programming language. A maximum number of 200 iterations is allowed for all
techniques and swarm size of PSO is set to 100. Simulations are performed on a
computer with the following hardware specifications: Processor: 2.6 GHz Intel
Core i7, Memory: 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3.
4.5.1.2 Experimental Results
This section is dedicated to discuss the results of simulations performed. Results
presented in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11 compare optimal solutions found at the
end of certain iterations.
Figure 4.7 shows the provider profit utility. It is clear that DE considerably
outperforms PSO and BH respectively in maximising the profit of the provider.
DE and PSO maintain a steady increase in optimised profit overtime while BH
experiences a sharp increase between iteration 1 and 75 before it maintains
reasonable increases to the last iteration.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the utility to minimise response time. It shows a
competition between PSO and BH to minimise the response time while DE is
clearly falling behind. BH takes more iterations than PSO to converge but both
algorithms find the same optimal response time.
In Figure 4.9, the utility of minimising energy consumption is illustrated.
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Figure 4.7: Optimisation of provider profit.
Figure 4.8: Minimising the response time.
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Figure 4.9: Optimising the resource energy consumption.
PSO is notably better than DE and BH. PSO minimises energy consumption and
converged in a fewer number of iterations than DE and BH. It is also observed
all algorithms experience sharp drops between iteration 1 and iteration 25 before
starting to maintain steady decreases.
Figure 4.10 shows the utility for maximising the coverage of requested
resources. PSO outperforms the others while differential Evolution falls behind
again. The three algorithms have sharp increases between iteration 1 and
iteration 25 before maintaining steady increases. DE seems to be trapped by a
local coverage optimal value.
The utility for maximising the profit of the marketplace is shown in Figure
4.11. PSO and BH significantly maximise the profit of the marketplace than
DE, but PSO outperforms the others and converges to the optimal marketplace
profit. Table 4.2 summarises the utility values in terms of minimum, average and
maximum values at the end of the last iteration.
Implementation issues are summarised as follows: 1) BH algorithm requires
setting more parameters (e.g. temperature, step size, interval) than PSO and
DE. It requires careful tuning of parameters to obtain better results. It is more
complex than other algorithms applied and a bit slower in convergence, and 2)
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Figure 4.10: Maximising resource area coverage.
Figure 4.11: Maximising profit of the marketplace.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of simulation results.
Algorithm(Utility) Min Avg Max
PSO(Pg) 44.54 100.67 137.42
DE(Pg) 87.72 124.44 158.47
BH(Pg) 81.55 117.12 127.44
PSO(CV ) 77.66 83.17 85.06
DE(CV ) 73.20 77.55 81.76
BH(CV ) 81.24 82.11 84.10
PSO(Rt) 3.27 4.08 20.20
DE(Rt) 18.67 25.86 32.42
BH(Rt) 3.27 4.37 6.49
PSO(E) 25.32 28.92 36.28
DE(E) 26.58 33.55 40.59
BH(E) 26.70 28.79 31.43
PSO(Mg) 21.30 29.18 29.71
DE(Mg) 18.30 21.63 24.41
BH(Mg) 26.41 27.36 29.01
Falling into local optima (minima and maxima) may not be avoidable in some
situations by all optimisation techniques used in the research presented in this
chapter.
4.5.2 Evaluating The Exclusive Shared Access Strategy
The section presents the experimental setup and results of evaluating the ESA
strategy. The evaluation aims to validate the feasibility of the proposed ESA in
optimisation-based resource allocation in CoT system.
4.5.2.1 Experimental Setup
Trading of CoT resources is formulated as an optimisation problem where
different optimisation algorithms are applied including Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA2) [39], Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution
Strategy (CMA-ES) [63] and The Third Evolution Step of Generalised
Differential Evolution Algorithm (GDE3) [89].
The simulated system is assumed to have 100 consumers with 100 requests
each and 200 providers offering 200 resources each. The locations of all
resources are randomly generated within a 100-meter radius of a busy street in
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the city centre of Nottingham, UK. The locations are exact Latitude and
Longitude (xj, yj). It is assumed that each consumer requests homogeneous
resources while each provider offers heterogeneous resources. The total number
of requests is 10000, whereas the total number of resources is 40000. The
system uses the three optimisation strategies mentioned earlier to minimise the
consumer cost and maximise the coverage of the resources. The three
techniques implemented without modification or improvement using Python
programming language. Both objective functions are evaluated individually as a
single objective function. Simulations are configured up to 250 iterations and
population size of 50. Simulations are performed in a computer with the
following hardware specifications: Processor: 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7, Memory:
16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3.
4.5.2.2 Experimental Results
This section discusses the simulation results obtained. Figure 4.12 and Figure
4.13 show the best results of each objective function at specific iterations. The
results show that CMS-ES contributes to the optimality of consumer cost and
the resource coverage better than NSGA2 and GDE3. Despite the NSGA2
complexity, it converges faster than CMA-ES but falls into the local optima in
both scenarios. This can be improved by using different parameters and
operators. GDE3 also requires further parameters improvement as it is the
lowest contributor in both scenario.
The results assert the feasibility of the proposed approach by using various
optimisation strategies as a market mechanism for trading and sharing access
to CoT resources. The proposed architecture demonstrates the flexibility and
scalability of the approach in optimising objectives for that require mapping of
a large number of requests and resources. The use of objective functions along
with proposed notations shows their flexibility and effectiveness in quantifying
the value of heterogeneous CoT resources.
Simulation limitations are summarised as follows: 1) Working with
optimisation approaches may require trying different values of parameters (e.g.
iteration, population size, mutation rate) to obtain satisfactory results. This
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Figure 4.12: Minimisation of consumer cost.
Figure 4.13: Maximisation of resource coverage.
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can be computationally expensive and time-consuming, and 2) Falling into the
local optima (minima or maxima) may not be preventable in some scenarios by
all optimisation techniques used.
4.6 Discussion
The research presented in this chapter describes the proposed approach for
trading CoT resources and enabling shared access to CoT resources in details.
Section 4.2.1 presents a preliminary design of a marketplace for trading CoT
resources. The marketplace design addresses the requirements for a CoT
marketplace that have been surveyed in the previous chapter. A multi-attribute
description model for CoT resources is introduced in Section 4.2.3 to describe
heterogeneous CoT resources generically and to quantify the value of CoT
resources based on their described attributes. The marketplace system employs
the proposed model to define, describe CoT resources and quantify their values
autonomously without intervention. Several trading objectives are proposed in
Section 4.2.5 to describe the goals of the resource providers and consumers.
Objectives include minimising the resource costs, minimising the response time,
minimising the energy consumption, maximising the provider’s profit,
maximising the resource coverage and maximising the marketplace profit.
Section 4.3 introduces the concept of ESA in which constrained resources can be
accessed and utilised by a single application at a given time while accessed and
utilised collectively by multiple applications over the time of the proposed
schedule. Section 4.4 provides a real-world case study for the proposed approach
including several examples for provider, consumers and CoT applications. All
presented scenarios support the vision of a smart city.
Preliminary experiments are performed in Section 4.5 to validate the feasibility
of the trading approach and the ESA strategy. The problem of resource allocation
in CoT is presented as a single-objective trading optimisation problem. The
simulation results show that the approach used in this study is promising and have
several benefits. The results show the feasibility of using various optimisation
algorithms as a market-based mechanism for trading CoT resources. Results also




The approach described in this thesis also demonstrates that the proposed
marketplace architecture can decrease the architectural complexity in CoT. The
use of utility functions along with vocabularies proposed shows their effectiveness
in quantifying the value of various CoT resources. This implies potential higher
satisfaction for the requirements of CoT consumers and providers and higher




Architecture for Trading Cloud
of Things Resources
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a marketplace architecture which can provide efficient
resource allocation and deal with the complex issues present in the CoT. The
solution presented in this thesis re-imagines CoT resources as commodities
rather than as organisational assets. It considers the business model of a
marketplace whereby consumers request access (lease) to providers’ resources. A
marketplace that potentially can automate the trading between CoT resources
and CoT applications. The research presented in this chapter proposes
improved marketplace architecture for trading CoT resources called AMACoT.
There are various use cases for AMACoT. For instance, an event
management agency manages event facilities in a metropolitan area where it
aims to improve its operational efficiency. The agency wants to develop an
application that performs the following tasks: 1) find the least congested routes
to exhibition centre leavers, 2) crowd monitoring of fans attending games in a
nearby stadium for better incidents response, and 3) waste monitoring to
efficiently automate the waste collection after organised events if needed.
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Having a dedicated CoT infrastructure for this application may require a
significant upfront investment. In AMACoT, the agency would request a bundle
of CoT resources to perform the tasks. For instance, footfall sensors and motion
detection cameras around event facilities can help organisers in guiding people
to the least congested tracks. The resource bundle may include sensors,
actuators, cameras and other resources. The application consumes the required
resources for a specific time and then releases them back to the marketplace
when lease-time elapses. In this case, the application utilises the required
resources without considerable investment nor dedicated infrastructure.
Similarly, providers deploy their CoT resources without being tied-up to
particular applications.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: trading objectives
evaluated in this chapter are discussed in Section 5.2, the proposed marketplace
architecture is presented in Section 5.3, Section 5.4 analyses the potential
security threats to AMACoT, the experimental setup and evaluation are
presented in Section 5.5, Section 5.6 concludes this chapter and describes the
planned future work.
5.2 Trading Objectives
Trading objectives represent the goals of providers P and consumers C from
participating in trading CoT resources. These goals are formulated as objective
functions to provide significant flexibility for the trading model. Using this
approach minimises the re-development efforts and costs of the system
components that may be required in case of resource changes. Changes can be
implemented as a new objective function without or with minimal changes in
the system side.
The trading of CoT resources is presented as a multi-objective optimisation
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rcj · (ti + tqij)−mcj (5.4)
subject to 0 < csj ≤ bi (5.5)
0 < Eri ≤ Epj (5.6)
sei ≥ sej (5.7)
rpi ≥ rpj (5.8)
rai ≥ raj (5.9)
where i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ...,m for Constraints 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9.
Descriptions of the objectives and constraints are provided below:
Objective 1: Resource Cost. Minimising the resource cost is one of the
usual motivations for the consumers. Consumers are likely to bid for minimal cost
resources. The cost objective function is presented in Objective 5.1. The following
contributors to the total cost CS are considered when minimising the cost of
requested resources. Let bi be the bid from a consumer and csj the provider’s cost.
The initial cost rcj can be calculated as rcj = (bi−csj). The requested utilisation
time of a resource is set to ti while TQij denotes the estimated transmission and
delay time. Provider reputation rpj is set based on the credibility measures of the
marketplace to determines the trustworthiness of the provider. The reputation is
assumed as part of the resource cost for two reasons. 1) It enables the marketplace
to use any feedback mechanism that allows consumers to rate their providers’
trustworthiness. 2) The reputation of the provider has an indirect impact on
the cost of resources. A provider with a higher reputation is enabled to offer its
resources with better cost than a low-rated provider.
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Objective 2: Resource Utilisation. CoT applications are assumed to
monopolise access to a set of resources for a given time. This can cause low
utilisation of the allocated resources due to the light requirements of some
applications. For trading CoT resources to be efficient, resource utilisation has
to be optimised. Resource utilisation objective function is presented in
Equation 5.2. The objective considers the requested resource utilisation time
pui, the available resource components acj and the actually utilised components
of a resource uci. Since pui has a different measurement unit than acj and uci,
the three variables are re-scaled to the same numerical range.
Objective 3: Provider Lock-in. Objective 5.3 presents the objective of
minimising provider lock-in. Vendor lock-in is a common challenge for
commoditised computing services. It describes the situation where consumers
can not migrate their data or applications to different providers due to various
reasons. This objective aims to minimise the lock-in by considering the provider
policy pyj that enables consumers to migrate and the proprietary technologies
of the provider ptj. Both factors are rated from 1 − 5, where 1 is the most
flexible policy towards consumer migration and lowest proprietary technologies
that may hinder consumers from migrating to different providers.
Objective 4: Provider Profit. Providers always aim to maximise their
profit PR. Equation 5.4 presents the profit objective function. This can be
achieved by maximising the cost of resources rcj and their utilisation time ti
while considering the marketplace charges mcj as expenses.
In addition to the objectives, constraints are used to identify feasible
solutions to the resource trading problem. This significantly minimises the
search space of such scalable and complex set of candidate solutions. Constraint
5.5 illustrates that costs and bids have to be positive, and bids are always
greater than or equal resource costs. The energy constraint presented in
Constraint 5.6 ensures the required energy Eri to perform application tasks
does not exceed the available resource energy Epj. Constraint 5.7 specifies the
security requirements of the application sei to be satisfied by the security
capabilities of the resource sej. Constraint 5.8 provides credibility insurance to
the marketplace participants based on their performance. Providers have to
maintain a certain reputation level rpj in the marketplace while consumers
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specify their providers’ credibility requirements rpi. Constraint 5.9 enables
participants to specify participant-specific requirements or limitations in
responding to some applications or resources attributes. This constraint is part
of this approach genuineness and flexibility to handle heterogeneous CoT
resources and applications.











Provider’s Rating ≥ 3/5
Budget ≤ $10 per hour
5.3 The Marketplace Architecture
The final design of AMACoT is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The architecture is
structured into four functional layers as follows. Submission layer represents
the marketplace entry point where participants are authenticated and granted
authorised access to trade.
The mapping layer consists of resource and request managers. Resource
manager provides interfaces that enable resource providers to submit, update
and remove their resource specifications. Resources are described and quantified
based on the description model discussed in Chapter 4. Resource descriptions
include connectivity options and resources are assumed to be connected already
to the Internet via IoT gateways. Similarly, the request manager’s interfaces
receive application requirements from consumers. Application requirements are
high-level descriptions of the computing and budget needs as illustrated in
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Figure 5.1: AMACoT marketplace architecture.
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Table 5.1. Consumers can also update and remove their applications using the
request manager. Mapping libraries of both resource and request managers
provide early local coordination to turn resource specifications and application
requirements into bids.
Optimisation layer represents the operational tier of the system.
Applications can discover resources that are already stored in the resource
manager. Bids flow from resource and request managers to multiplexers where
they are selected to form bundles. Resource bundles represent a set of resources
from multiple providers that can potentially be utilised by multiple applications.
Whilst being forwarded to the optimiser, resource bundles and application
requests are filtered. Pluggable filters include a wide range of filtering criteria
such as location, resource coverage, computing and energy requirements.
Filtered resource bundles and application requests are forwarded to the
optimiser. The optimiser performs a two-stage process as follows: 1) construct
optimal maps that consist of resource bundles and application requests ready for
allocation, 2) evaluate the optimal maps based on the participants’ goals using
utility functions presented in Section 5.2. One optimal map is forwarded to the
resource allocation manager for resources to be allocated to the applications.
Allocation layer consists mainly of the resource allocation manager. The
scheduler manages the utilisation time of the resources based on the application
requirements. It also coordinates with the allocator to enable resources joining
the application network and dis-joining when the lease-time elapses. The
monitor captures resource allocation events in real-time and provides interfaces
where consumers and providers oversee their transactions.
5.4 Threat Analysis
The marketplace system should enforce different security measures to secure its
operations. Security threats are analysed using the STRIDE model [64] to help
the design of the architecture by identifying potential threats. The STRIDE
model is used due to its maturity among other threat modelling techniques and
due to its simplicity. Table 5.2 illustrates the STRIDE threats, security propriety
violated and the impacted layers of the proposed architecture.
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As Table 5.2 shows, each layer of AMACoT components may be impacted by
one or more type of threats. At submission layer, an attacker can illegally gain
access and use a consumer’s or a provider’s credentials to access the marketplace.
AMACoT can mitigate this threat by using authentication protocols that do
not require a password or use signed certificates to verify the authenticity of
consumers and providers. The attacker can also tamper at the submission layer by
maliciously modify a consumer’s requests or a provider’s offerings. These types of
threats may occur using bit-flipping or injection attacks. AMACoT can mitigate
these attacks by integrating adequate users’ input and output validation tools for
proper data integrity validation. Submission layer is also susceptible to Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks where the attacker aims to interrupt the marketplace
making it unavailable or unstable to providers and consumers. This can occur
when the system is flooded with a large number of concurrent requests. The
security manager can alleviate DoS attacks by employing requests and offers
limiter to maintain the number of submissions at an acceptable level.
The mapping layer can be vulnerable to the threats of information disclosure
and elevation of privileges. Information disclosure threats the confidentiality of
marketplace users when the attacker maliciously gets hold of the users’ sensitive
data stored in the resource manager and/or the request manager. AMACoT can
use a common practice to mitigate this threat by encrypting users’ sensitive data.
Elevation of privileges also poses a considerable risk at the mapping layer. An
attacker can attempt to gain some privileges that enable him to perform some
actions that he cannot achieve. This may include manipulating bids at either
resource or requests manager or both. The system should implement robust
authorisation techniques and operate the components at the mapping layer using
Table 5.2: STRIDE model of AMACoT
Impacted Layer
Threat Property Violated
Submission Mapping Optimisation Allocation
S Spoofing identity Authentication •
T Tampering with data Integrity • •
R Repudiation Nonrepudiation
I Information disclosure Confidentiality • •
D Denial of service Avaiability • •
E Elevation of privilege Authorisation • •
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non-root users. The optimisation layer can also be vulnerable to both threats, in
addition to the DoS attacks. AMACoT can prevent such attacks using the same
mitigating mechanisms discussed earlier for the submission and mapping layers.
The resource allocation manager is vulnerable to data tampering. This may
occur when a user tries to manipulate a schedule before resources are allocated
to take advantage of other users. Mitigation may include validating users’
input/output to detect and prevent data tampering.
Although the security aspects are crucial to the marketplace architecture,
the focus of the work presented in this chapter is on demonstrating the
feasibility and performance of AMACoT in CoT resource allocation using
optimisation algorithms. For deployment of this architecture if it is important
to take security as the aim of the study, it would be necessary to take standard
IoT security precautions such as those identified in [176]. Those precautions and
any deployment of specific security mechanisms, therefore, fall out of this
thesis’s scope.
5.5 Experimental Evaluation
This section presents the experimental evaluation of the final design of
AMACoT architecture. After the description of the experimental setup in
Section 5.5.1, Section 5.5.2 provides system verification, aiming to evaluate the
system footprint and Section 5.5.3 presents algorithmic evaluation of the
proposed AMACoT approach using different optimisation algorithms.
5.5.1 Experimental Setup
The architecture is developed using Python in a computer with 2.3 GHz Xeon
processor, a 125GB memory and Linux OS. In order to simulate the behaviour
of distributed systems, Python Remote Object (Pyro4) is used to connect the
main components of the system as well as consumers (applications) and providers
(resources).
The optimisation component of AMACoT integrates optimisation algorithms
to map requests to resources and to evaluate the optimal resource allocation. The
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following optimisation algorithms are implemented as follows:
NSGAII. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II [39] is an improved
genetic algorithm that is widely used in real-world multi-objective optimisation
applications. The population size is set to 200 with a maximum number of 200
iterations for all experiments.
NSGAIII. This algorithm is an extension of the NSGAII that uses reference
points to diversify the Pareto points during the search [38]. Besides the same
settings used for NSGAII, the number of divisions is set to 12.
SPEA2. Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 [181] is designed and
used to optimise combinatorial problems. The population size is set to 200 with
a maximum number of 200 iterations for all experiments. The three algorithms
are chosen due to their capabilities in optimising similar problems to the trading
CoT resources, their scalability in optimising very large number of candidate
solutions and their low computational cost as they are derivative-free.
5.5.2 Implementation Verification
Stress tests are performed to evaluate the footprint of the system components
when they interact with each other as well as interacting with providers and
consumers. Three experiments are performed using three different scale factors
as shown in Table 5.3. The scale factors aim to evaluate the scalability of
AMACoT system and measure the performance overheads generated. In these
three experiments, the SPEA2 algorithm is used to minimise the resource cost
while maximising the provider profit. This evaluation measures the following
system footprints; 1) CPU usage, 2) memory usage, 3) latency that is measured







Number of Requests 10K 20K 30K
Number of Resources 200K 400K 600k
Number of Consumers 100 200 300
Number of Providers 100 200 300
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from the time of request submission to the time of resource allocation
confirmation, and 4) throughput to measure the number of requests and
resources handled by AMACoT over the trading time.
Experiment 1. 10, 000 requests and 200, 000 resources are submitted to
AMACoT by 100 consumers and 100 providers respectively. Experiment 1
requires 10% of CPU, 3GB of memory and 57 second to produce an optimal
resource allocation. AMACoT handles 175 requests and over 3500 resources per
second.
Experiment 2. 20, 000 requests and 400, 000 resources are submitted to
AMACoT by 200 consumers and 200 providers respectively. Experiment 2
consumes 11% of CPU, 7GB of memory and 119 sec. to produce an optimal
resource allocation. The maximum throughput of this experiment is 168
requests and 3361 resources per second.
Experiment 3. 30, 000 requests and 600, 000 resources are submitted to
AMACoT by 300 consumers and 300 providers respectively. The peak CPU load
of Experiment 3 is 13% while 11GB of memory used. Producing an optimal
resource allocation requires 185 sec. for Experiment 3. AMACoT processed 162
requests and 3243 resources per second.
The results of the verification tests are summarised in Table 5.4. Results
show that CPU usage increases from 10% in Experiment 1 to 11% in Experiment
2 when experiment 2 scales up by 100%. The CPU load also increases from 11%
in Experiment 2 to 13% in Experiment 3 that scales up by 18%. This implies
a reasonable CPU usage when marketplace participants increase significantly.
Memory usage is also measured for the three experiments as follows: Experiment
1 requires 3GB of memory, 7GB for Experiment 2 and 11GB for Experiment 3.
Memory consumption increases from 3GB in Experiment 1 to 7GB in Experiment
2, when the marketplace participants rise by 100%. In Experiment 3, the memory
consumption increases up to 11GB when the experiment scales up by further
100%. Results indicate a fair memory usage across the three experiments when
different scale factors are considered.
Latency relies significantly on three aspects as follows: 1) the optimisation
algorithm used, 2) the complexity of optimised objectives and 3) the number of
optimised objectives. The latency results presented are obtained from SPEA2
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algorithm optimising two objectives. The latency of experiment 2 is about 2
times the latency of experiment 1 while the latency of experiment 3 is about 1.5
times the latency of experiment 2. This implies that the latency is doubled as
the experiment scales up by 100%. The throughput results show that request
throughput decreases 4% only when the marketplace participants rise by 100% in
experiment 2 from experiment 1. The request throughput declines 3.5% further
in experiment 3 when compared to experiment 2. The resource throughput in
experiment 2 shows 4% reduction in comparison to experiment 1 while it decreases
3.5% in experiment 3 when compared to experiment 2. The overall evaluation
of throughput shows sensible throughput variations across the three experiments
considering the three scale factors.
5.5.3 Algorithmic Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the optimisation algorithms used and the
quality of their optimal solutions, a set of ten experiments are performed using
the same scale factor of Experiment 3. The following experiments optimise a
single objective and compare the results of the three algorithms used.
Experiment 4. This experiment minimises the resource cost as presented in
Objective 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the comparative evaluation results for resource
cost optimality. All algorithms compete towards optimal solutions but NSGAIII
and SPEA2 find better cost than NSGAII.
Experiment 5. This aims to minimise the possibility of provider lock-in
as presented in Objective 5.3. Figure 5.3 illustrates that NSGAII and NSGAIII
algorithms converged into an optimal solution that is approximately 24% lower
than the solution of SPEA2.
Table 5.4: AMACoT performance comparison.
Parameter Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Peak CPU(%) 10 11 13
Peak memory(GB) 3 7 11
Latency(sec) 57 119 185
Throughput(Request/sec) 175 168 162
Throughput(Resource/sec) 3508 3361 3243
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Figure 5.2: Optimising the resource cost at the end of each iteration.
Figure 5.3: Optimising the provider lock-in utility at the end of each iteration.
The provider lock-in rate is minimised, so consumers avoid being locked-in using
resources from a single or very few providers.
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Figure 5.4: Optimising the provider profit at the end of each iteration.
Experiment 6. This experiment is intended to maximise the provider
profit as described in Objective 5.4. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the competition
between NSGAII and SPEA2 in which both algorithms take approximately the
same direction to the optimal profit. In contrast, NSGAIII improves its
solutions significantly during early iterations and maintain steady improvements
towards the last iteration. NSGAII and NSGAIII provide slightly better profit
for providers than SPEA2.
Experiment 7. Resource optimisation is performed in this experiment to
maximise the resource utilisation by consumers as presented in Objective 5.2.
Figure 5.5 illustrates NSGAII outperforms other algorithms in maximising the
resource utilisation. In contrast to the other algorithms, NSGAIII shows
insignificant changes throughout the process.
Experiments 4-7 perform the standard optimisation of a single objective that
may not be practical for many real-world CoT applications. CoT applications
often involve multiple objectives and therefore require multi-objective
optimisation to find optimal solutions for two or more objectives including
conflicting ones (e.g. minimising resource cost while maximising resource
utilisation). This conflict is commonly addressed by using the Pareto
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Figure 5.5: Optimising the resource utilisation at the end of each iteration.
approach [163] to evaluate a set of trade-off solutions. The following
experiments show the progression of optimising multiple objectives using
different approaches.
Experiment 8. This experiment optimises resource cost and provider profit
as presented in Objectives 5.1 and 5.4, respectively. A way of performing this is
to aggregate both objectives into a single one using weight factors as follows:
Minimise AU = w1CS − w2PR (5.10)
subject to 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 (5.11)
where w1 and w2 are the weights for resource cost and provider profit respectively.
Weighting factors are used to prioritise objectives in weighted sum optimisation
approaches. To maintain the balance between the two objectives, the values of w1
and w2 are set equally to 0.5 where w1 +w2 = 1. Figure 5.6 shows that NSGAII
and SPEA2 outperforms NSGAIII despite their starting points.
It is worth noting that prioritising objectives for CoT applications is
challenging as it is for many applications for the following reasons. First, it
requires prior knowledge of the problem to assign appropriate weights. This
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Figure 5.6: Optimising the aggregated utility of resource cost and provider profit.
prior knowledge may not always be available to CoT applications. Second,
optimisation objectives are application-specific and therefore need
re-prioritisation more frequently using weighting factors based on the
requirements of the application. Third, this approach yields one optimal
solution only, which gives the decision-maker no other solutions to the problem.
Although this method may benefit specific applications with prior knowledge
about the problem, the following experiments consider using Pareto
approach [163] to evaluate a set of optimal solutions rather than one solution
only. Experiments 9-12 evaluate conflicting bi-objectives that reflect real-world
business requirements. Using the Pareto approach produces a set of optimal
solutions for both objectives where an optimal solution of an objective does not
worsen the solution of the other objective. Using this approach aims to
maintain the balance among conflicting objectives of consumers and providers.
The challenge is how to measure the quality of Pareto-generated solutions
of different optimisation algorithms. To overcome this shortcoming, each set of
optimal solutions produced in the following experiments is evaluated using the
Hyper-volume Indicator (HV) [180]. HV measures the size of the covered space
by the generated set of Pareto solutions from a reference point. A higher value
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of HV indicates a better distribution of the Pareto solutions and approximately
closer to the optimality.
Experiment 9. This experiment optimises resource cost and provider profit
as presented in Objectives 5.1 and 5.4, respectively. This experiment aims to
provide a fair optimal solution for both consumers and providers where the
marketplace is not biased in favour of any of the participants in the trade.
Figure 5.7 shows there is an insignificant difference among the optimal solutions
of the three algorithms. The HV values of NSGAII, NSGAIII and SPEA2 are
0.57, 0.56 and 0.62, respectively as shown in Figure 5.12. This implies that
SPEA2 generates slightly better optimal solutions for minimising resource cost
and maximising provider profit.
Experiment 10. Another business requirement for CoT applications is to
optimise resource cost and resource utilisation benefiting the resource
consumers. Experiment 10 is intended to minimise the resource cost and
maximise the resource utilisation as described in Objective 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively. As illustrated in Figure 5.8, all algorithms provide multiple
solutions that maintain a balance between minimising the cost and maximising
the resource utilisation. It can also be noted that the resource cost increases as
the resource utilisation increases. This implies there is a trad-off between
resource cost and utilisation, as resource providers may enable higher resource
utilisation with higher cost. Figure 5.12 shows an overall high HV indicator for
the three algorithms with slight differences among them.
Experiment 11. This experiment optimises provider profit and provider
lock-in as presented in Objectives 5.4 and 5.3, respectively. It aims to benefit both
providers and consumers by maximising the provider profit while minimising the
chance of consumers being locked in one or very few providers’ infrastructures.
Figure 5.9 shows that NSGAII and SPEA2 provide numbers of solutions that are
approximately twice as NSGAIII does. NSGAIII, however, generates a similar
distribution of Pareto-generated solutions. Figure 5.9a and 5.9c, respectively,
illustrate that NSGAII and SPEA2 find over 50% of the solutions with provider
lock-in rate of 40% or more. This may indicate providers’ preference of locking
consumers to maximise the profit. Figure 5.12 shows that NSGAII outperforms
NSGAIII by 7% and SPEA2 by approximately 10%.
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Experiment 12. This experiment addresses the requirement of CoT
applications to optimise resource utilisation and provider lock-in as presented in
Objective 5.2 and 5.3. Figure 5.10 shows that all algorithms produce over 60%
of their solutions with provider lock-in rate of 30% or more. This may imply
that resources with high utilisation rates are associated with high chances of
provider lock-in. Figure 5.12 illustrates that all algorithms attain similar HV
values. This suggests a similar performance of the algorithms in finding the
optimality of resource utilisation and provider lock-in utility.
Experiment 13. This experiment aims to optimise resource cost, resource
utilisation, provider lock-in and provider profit and as described in Objectives
5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. It explores the potential optimality of multiple conflicting
objectives as well as the performance of the optimisation algorithms. Visualising
the Pareto fronts of large-dimensional multi-objective optimisation problems is
known to be a challenge [86]. One of the ways to visualise the results of this
experiment is to use the scatter plot matrix as illustrated in Figure 5.11.
In this experiment, Pareto fronts can be identified as shown in Figure 5.11d,
5.11e and 5.11f. Figures 5.11a, 5.11b and 5.11c show the solutions scattered
across the solution space while Pareto fronts are not typically formed yet. This
can be clearly seen in Figure 5.11b as a typical front should be formed towards
the left side of both axes when both objectives are minimised. This may imply
the following: 1) generating Pareto optimal solutions is still possible in the case
of a high-dimensional optimisation problem, and 2) the optimiser parameters
may need to be improved to address the increase in the number of objectives.
The number of iterations and the population size have not been changed in this
experiment to be consistent with other experiments performed with the same
parameters.
Experiments presented in this section demonstrate the progression of
optimising various objectives. Experiments 4-7 optimise a single objective,
Experiment 8 optimises multiple objectives using the weighted sum method
while Experiments 9-12 optimise multiple objectives using the Pareto approach.
Experiment 13 optimises all Objectives presented earlier using Pareto approach.
Experiments 4-8 generate one optimal solution each while Experiments 9-13
provide a set of optimal solutions each. The evaluation of Experiments’ results
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using HV indicator suggests the following. Experiment 8 (weighted sum
approach) produces the lowest HV score. This is likely because the approach
produces one optimal solution only that cannot contribute to the volume
calculation. In Experiments 9-13, HV values indicate that NSGAII performs
better than the other algorithms on three experiments while SPEA2
outperforms others on two experiments.
5.6 Discussion
This chapter presents the design of AMACoT marketplace architecture which
is built on the trading approach for CoT resources. This consists of a multi-
attribute description model for CoT resources, the trading objectives and the
preliminary design of the marketplace architecture presented earlier in Chapter 4.
In contrast to other approaches, the proposed approach separates between CoT
application development and hardware deployment considering CoT resources
as commodities. Experimental evaluation validates the system and algorithmic
performance. AMACoT generates optimal solutions using single optimisation,
weighted sum and Pareto fronts approaches. The optimality of resource cost,
provider lock-in, resource utilisation and provider profit is evaluated. The HV
indicator is used to measure the performance of the optimisation algorithms and
assess the quality of the optimal solutions they produced.
The performance results presented in Section 5.5.2 show reasonable system
overheads and demonstrate good scalability. AMACoT incurs insignificant CPU
and memory overheads when marketplace participants are doubled in
Experiment 2 and tripled in Experiment 3. AMACoT also maintains a good
level of throughput with a minimal reduction below 5% across all the three
experiments. The overall stress results imply the advantage of reducing the
architectural complexity in CoT by using an optimisation algorithm as the core
of the trading manager rather than a specific-purpose system component.
Latency becomes a limitation for AMACoT performance with respect to
scalability. The latency increases by approximately two-fold when resources and
requests are doubled. This may imply the dependency of optimisation
algorithms on the hardware setup. Performing the same experiments in higher
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hardware specifications may reduce the latency of the system significantly.
Running the optimiser on multi-processing setup can also provide further
improvement to the system latency.
The evaluation of optimisation algorithms presented in Section 5.5.3 provide
comparative results of the algorithms performance and the optimality of their
solutions. The evaluation validates the use of objective functions in quantifying
the value of CoT resources. This implies the heterogeneity of CoT resources and
the dynamic requirements of CoT consumers can be formulated as objective
functions that are likely to be optimised. It can be concluded that using
optimisation-based approaches as market mechanisms for CoT resource is
feasible and promising.
In order to address the limitations of the proposed marketplace system, the
following future work is planned. The adaptivity requirements of trading CoT
resources will be investigated. Improving the system latency by potentially
performing the optimisation on multiprocessor setup and exploring further
trading objectives to address more consumer and provider requirements (e.g.
QoS attributes).
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Figure 5.7: Optimising the resource cost and the provider profit. NSGAII
produces the largest set of solutions, the lowest resource cost and the lowest
provider profit. NSGAIII provides lowest set of solutions, the highest resource
cost and the highest provider profit. SPEA2 yields various optimal solutions that
maintain the balance when compared to the bi-objective optimality of the other
algorithms.
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Figure 5.8: Optimising resource cost and resource utilisation. NSGAII generates
the lowest resource utilisation and the most expensive resource cost. NSGAIII
produces the maximum resource utilisation while SPEA2 yields the minimum
resource cost.
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Figure 5.9: Optimising provider profit and provider lock-in. NSGAII provides the
largest set of solutions, the the maximum provider profit and the highest provider
lock-in. NSGAIII produces the smallest set of solutions and the minimum
provider lock-in. SPEA2 maintains the balance between the number of generated
solutions, the minimum provider lock-in and the maximum provider profit.
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Figure 5.10: Optimising resource utilisation and provider lock-in. NSGAIII
provides the smallest set of solutions, the lowest resource utilisation and the
minimum provider lock-in. SPEA2 produces the largest set of solutions, the
maximum resource utilisation and the highest rate of provider lock-in.
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Figure 5.11: Scatter plot matrix showing Pareto solutions of all bi-objective
combinations of Experiment 13.
Figure 5.12: Evaluating the Pareto-generated solutions using HV indicator.
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Chapter 6
A Multiobjective QoS Model for
Trading Cloud of Things
Resources
6.1 Introduction
Despite the interest in integrating Cloud Computing and IoT to support the
emerging CoT paradigm, there are still many open challenges [42]. One of these
is in supporting QoS for CoT applications. All CoT applications focus on
particular QoS attributes, either explicitly or implicitly in the application aims.
For example, latency-sensitive applications (e.g. military, emergency services)
benefit from the larger number of IoT sensing nodes. Less time-sensitive
applications (e.g. marketing, planning) utilise the scalability and reliability of
the Cloud to process big data generated from distributed IoT resources and
make decisions accordingly. Supporting QoS for these applications means
enabling these attributes to be prioritised.
Supporting QoS in CoT applications is particularly challenging in scenarios
where there are many resource providers and consumers such as in smart cities.
Using market-based mechanisms to commodify resources is an approach used in
similar large-scale computing infrastructures such as Grids and federated Clouds.
The commoditisation of CoT deployments will prevent the slow down in the
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rate of IoT adoption [132] caused by the considerable investment in hardware,
software and maintenance. In a CoT marketplace, resources can be traded as
commodities rather than as physical products and priced using Cloud pay-per-
use pricing model. The commoditisation of CoT resources will reduce overall
costs, enable sharing and reusing of IoT resources, and motivate for new services
and applications. In this scenario, the use of resources will be very dynamic and
will require efficient market-based mechanisms to support QoS in CoT.
The work presented in this thesis aims to support QoS in the scenarios of
integrating Cloud and IoT and the emerging CoT. This is achieved by
proposing an optimisation-based approach for managing QoS in trading CoT
resources. The contributions of the research presented in this chapter are 1)
Investigating the problem of managing QoS in CoT by considering several QoS
objectives including resource cost, response time, resource energy consumption,
fault tolerance and resource coverage, 2) Proposing a new QoS model to
optimise the QoS objectives for either a single-objective,bi-objective and
multi-objective optimisation problems, 3) Performing rigorous simulations to
evaluate the proposed model using three optimisation algorithms.
The research presented in this chapter intends to evaluate the use of
optimisation algorithms when managing QoS in CoT environments. The
approach of using the optimisation algorithms to solve this trading problem is
justified due to their capabilities in finding optimal solutions to similar
problems in complexity and scalability. In this case, the complexity resides here
due to the heterogeneity of Cloud and IoT resources that results in difficulties
when quantifying their values and leading to the involvement of multifaceted
variables and decisions.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.2 describes
the proposed QoS model and defines the problem of supporting QoS whilst
trading resources in CoT, evaluation results are discussed in Section 6.3, and
finally conclusions are presented in Section 6.4.
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6.2 QoS-Based Resource Allocation Model for
CoT Applications
To support an efficient resource allocation for the emerging CoT applications, a
generic and dynamic QoS model is needed. The QoS model is proposed here with
the following assumptions and considerations.
1. CoT resources are allocated to the applications based on QoS attributes as
part of a trading process where QoS is vital to address the requirements of
CoT applications that are independent of each other.
2. The CoT application can simultaneously utilise multiple physical
resources from different providers while maintaining the required QoS
level collectively.
3. The CoT application should maintain a certain QoS level to fulfil
consumers’ requirements even in a case of conflicting QoS objectives at
the same time (e.g. minimising resource energy consumption, maximising
resource coverage).
6.2.1 QoS Attributes for CoT Application
The complex nature of CoT applications requires a generic QoS model to allocate
the required resources optimally. The complexity resides here for two reasons.
The heterogeneity of CoT resources makes it challenging to build a unified QoS
model with a broad scope of QoS attributes that can satisfy the QoS requirements
of different applications. CoT applications have diverse QoS requirements that
make it challenging to maintain the required QoS levels, particularly in a case of
conflicting QoS requirements.
To overcome the above-mentioned obstacles, using optimisation strategies is
considered to trade CoT resources while satisfying the QoS requirements. This
approach supports a dynamic selection of QoS attributes based on the application
requirements. Thus, allowing a better measurability of individual QoS attributes
as discussed in Section 6.2.6 or collectively as presented in Section 6.2.7. The
main QoS attributes considered by this model are resource cost, resource coverage,
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Figure 6.1: CoT Trading Model consists of a marketplace, resource providers and
consumers.
response time, energy consumption and fault tolerance. A detailed description of
each attribute is presented in Section 6.2.6.
6.2.2 Problem Formulation
The QoS model assumes a CoT marketplace system M , as illustrated in the
trading model in Figure 6.1 with multiple consumers C = (c1, ..., cd) who request
multiple set of resources R = (r1, ..., rj) from multiple providers P = (p1, ..., pm)
to develop multiple concurrent applications A = (a1, ..., az). The marketplace
system has to find the optimal match between consumer requests and provider
resources. This mapping process considers QoS requirements of the consumers
taking into account that each application has different QoS requirements. The
decision variables in this context are mainly derived from the resources j whose
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values will be manipulated by the optimisation algorithm in the search to find
the optimal solutions.
The proposed model aims to optimally allocate resources to various
applications while satisfying their QoS requirements. The resource allocation is
considered optimal when it satisfies two conditions as follows:
1. The allocated resources to each application are sufficient to fulfil the
minimal QoS requirements of the application.
2. The overall QoS objective for all participating applications in the trading
is maximised.
This process can be demonstrated by the binary variables as illustrated in
Equation 6.1. 1 represents a successful resource allocation while 0 indicates
otherwise.
aij =
1, if rj is allocated to ai0, otherwise (6.1)
6.2.3 Problem Complexity
The resource allocation in large-scale computing infrastructures is described in the
literature as NP-hard or NP-complete problem [91]. The complexity of allocating
CoT resources with QoS constraints is described below.
The research space for the optimisation problem can be formed by considering
the total number of requests RQ, the number of available resources to match these
requests R and the number of resources that violates the QoS constraints V . This
can be formulated as RQR−V . To illustrate, if we consider RQ = 10 and R = 10
without any constraints, the search space is formed of 10 billion possible solutions
represented as 1010.
There are two conflicting considerations that should be taken into account.
1. Violations of constraints are expected to exist which limit the search space
and consequently the problem complexity.
2. The violations of the QoS constraints are expected to reduce neither the size
of the search space nor the problem complexity due to the heterogeneity of
CoT resources and the scalability of the problem.
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A CoT marketplace is expected to host a large number of heterogeneous
resources that increases the search space exponentially. To relax this challenge,
the QoS attributes are considered as utility functions to be optimised
individually as a single objective problem or collectively as a bi-objective or a
multi-objective problem. The following sections discuss each QoS objective in
details.
6.2.4 Marketplace System Architecture
For efficient resource allocation with QoS support in CoT, efficient
commiditisation of CoT resources has to be enabled. To achieve this goal, a
marketplace system architecture is depicted in Figure 6.2. It is worth noting
that the marketplace architecture presented in this chapter is a high-level
abstraction of the AMACoT architecture proposed in Chapter 5. The system
architecture and the process of finding an optimal QoS-aware resource
allocation solution are described below.
Consumers submit their application requests and providers submit their
resource offerings to the marketplace. Requests and resources are stored in
different directories where the mapper can generate candidate maps of mapped
resources to applications. The mapper transfers candidate maps to the
optimiser for QoS evaluation. In the optimiser, the evaluator assesses candidate
maps based on the QoS constraints available for each round of the optimisation
cycle. The evaluator terminates its cycle when the optimal map is found. The
resource allocator is responsible for the overall resource allocation process. The
scheduler maintains the resources and applications schedules where it controls
the lease-time of resources and manages the allocated resources in the Cloud.
The allocator also orchestrates the process of joining and dis-joining resources
based on the proposed schedules. The monitor component communicates the
resource allocation events with the system, consumers and providers.
The use of the optimisation component provides significant flexibility to this
approach. It can be implemented as a core of system architecture or as
complementary to other market-based mechanisms. When used as part of
system architecture, it can be adopted as a substitute for the core component in
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The marketplace system proposed and discussed in this thesis satisfies the double-
sided auction market structure.
A typical deployment scenario of the marketplace architecture requires each
component of the system to be deployed on a separate computing node. This
consists of one primary node dedicated to the optimiser and two secondary nodes
for the mapper and the resource allocator. Both secondary nodes are used to
balance the overall workload of the system. The secondary node of the mapper
acts as the access point to the system for all consumers and providers. It is where
all incoming requests and the metadata of IoT resources offered by providers
are stored and filtered. Due to the processing-intensive nature of optimisation
algorithms, the primary node is always assumed to have adequate and better
processing capacity than the other nodes of the system. The node of the resource
allocator shares a considerable amount of the system workload by scheduling and
monitoring all optimal maps of allocated resources.
6.2.5 Illustrative Scenario
To elaborate, the following scenario presents a use case of QoS-driven resource
allocation using the marketplace system. A high-density metropolitan area is
considered a desirable location for multiple public, private and academic
organisations to implement their IoT environmental monitoring applications.
Applications monitor various indicators including light, pollution, temperature,
pressure, humidity and wind. Considering the existing IoT practice, each
organisation is required to deploy its infrastructure (e.g. various sensors,
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Figure 6.2: High-level marketplace architecture.
dedicated network or gateways to the Internet, other computing nodes) and
develop its application. This may not be feasible for all interested parties or
expensive replication is created otherwise.
The proposed optimisation-based approach separates infrastructure
deployment and application development. Providers can deploy their resources
across the metropolitan area and submit their offerings to the marketplace.
Consumers also submit their applications requirements to the marketplace for
the required resources. The mapping process is based on the QoS requirements
of applications. As these applications are financially constrained, public and
academic organisations can prioritise their requests with minimised cost and
energy consumption while private organisations can prioritise their requests
with maximised area coverage and fault tolerance. Upon successful resource
allocation, each application can send a software component (e.g. Java applet or
Python script) to configure and utilise the acquired resources based on their
application and QoS requirements.
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6.2.6 Single Objective Optimisation Problem
Objective 1: Minimising Cost. Consumers usually aim to have a cost-efficient
resource allocation. The cost of resources is an important aspect to be considered
while optimising QoS levels. The importance comes from the balance enforced by
the cost when other QoS constraints exist. To elaborate, an application requires
a certain level of response time, energy consumption and fault tolerance within
a limited budget constraint of the consumer. Without considering the cost as a
constraint, there would be more resource allocation options for the application
where many of them are not feasible.
To minimise the cost of allocated resources, let csj be the resource cost whereas
the consumer bid is set to be bi. ti denotes the requested lease time of a resource
that is specified by consumers. TQij denotes the estimated transmission and
delay time that can impact the total lease time. TQij consists of Tij which is
the latency between resource and application while dlij is the distance between a
requested location of a resource and its actual location. Considering the location
of resources is assumed to have a direct impact on latency as some resources
will require additional network hops based on their location. This can increase
transmission time and latency, impacting the lease time as a sequence. TQij is
measured by TQij = Tij × dlij. Let rpj denotes the reputation of the provider
based on the credibility measures of the marketplace. rpj is assumed to determine
the trust level of a provider at providing high-quality resources. The higher the
reputation, the better the quality of the resources. To optimise the cost utility,
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rqi ≤ cpj, where j = 1, ...,m (6.3)
0 < csj ≤ bi (6.4)
0 < Eri ≤ Epj (6.5)
sei ≤ sej (6.6)
dli ≤ Cvj (6.7)
rpi ≤ rpj (6.8)
rai ≤ raj (6.9)
where i=1,...,n and j = 1,...,m for constraints 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9.
Optimisation constraints provide significant support to the proposed model
where additional measures can be formulated to enforce the QoS requirements.
Constraint 6.3 limits the resource allocation to the capacity of providers and
ensures the fair distribution of resources from multiple providers. rqi is set to
the number of requests from consumers, whereas cpj denotes the capacity of
a provider. Thus, the number of requests does not exceed the capacity limit.
Constraint 6.4 indicates whether both the cost of a resource csj and the bid from
a consumer bi are always positive and bi has to be always greater than csj.
Constraint 6.5 presents an energy consumption constraint in which the
required energy Eri for an application does not exceed the available resource
energy Epj. Zero or negative values of Epj indicates the unavailability of the
resource due to power lifetime. Constraint 6.6 ensures the security requirements
of the application sei can be satisfied by the security capabilities of the resource
sej. Constraint 6.7 illustrates a constraint to ensure the maximum acceptable
distance between the required coverage area of an application dli is within the
boundaries of the allocated resource coverage Cvj.
To address the challenges of provider credibility, Constraint 6.8 ensures that
each provider maintains the minimal credibility requirements to formulate a
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reputation rate rpj in the marketplace. The constraint also assures the minimal
required reputation level rpi of a consumer is met. Constraint 6.9 specifies the
bounds for any additional resource attributes. ra denotes some resource
attributes that are not standard or common. rai represents those attributes
requested by consumers while raj is denoted to resource attributes offered by
providers. It is introduced to accommodate uncommon resource properties in
some IoT devices due to the heterogeneity of IoT resources. This aims to
identify the hardware properties of the physical CoT resource that impact QoS
directly or indirectly. This includes specifications of the processing, storage,
memory, actuating and sensing components of the CoT nodes. Each property
can expand into a multilevel sub-properties to improve the optimality of the
resource allocation. For instance, the sensing component(s) of a resource
described by its properties (sensorType = [footfall, environmental, light],
sensingRange = [0: poor, 1: good, 2: very good, 3: excellent], sensorAccuracy=
0: poor, 1: good, 2: very good, 3: excellent) and so on. The resource attribute
constraint offers the flexibility required for trading heterogeneous resources
where QoS would significantly vary without a genuine approach of defining the
QoS requirements or levels.
Objective 2: Minimising Response Time. Response time is an important
QoS consideration, especially in large-scale distributed systems. CoT can be very
widely distributed across a large geographical area where the response time is vital
for application QoS. Latency is one contributor to response time. Variable Lij
corresponds to the latency between a consumer and a provider and it is measured
by Lij = tack− tstart. This measures the elapsed time from submitting the request
by consumer tstart to the time of receiving an acknowledgement from a provider
tack. The Rt utility also consider the estimated queuing and transmitting delays
tqd that is expected to be at its minimal for many time-sensitive applications. It
is calculated as tqd =
Lij
dlij
where dlij is the distance between the consumer and






Lij + tqd (6.10)
subject to 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 (6.11)
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Objective 3: Minimising Energy Consumption. The energy efficiency
is a critical measurement for QoS in CoT application. Many IoT physical
resources are power-constrained in which their performance are limited. The
energy consumption utility E aims to minimise the power consumption of
allocated resources while being utilised by consumers. This can be presented by
the difference between the initial power supply of the resource Epj and the







Epj − Eri (6.12)
subject to 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 (6.13)
Objective 4: Maximising Fault Tolerance. Fault tolerance in this
context describes the ability of a set of allocated resources to continue providing
an acceptable service level in case of a failure. The proposed QoS model in this
study considers both soft and hard faults for IoT resources.
The use of concurrent communication interfaces in a resource is denoted by
muj. This enables allocated resources to reconfigure a different interface for the
same application in which resources were assigned to. In case of unavailability
of multiple interfaces in a resource muj = 0, the providers may already have
deployed a redundant or standby resources rrj nearby with the similar QoS
attributes of the failing resource. Another important aspect that may impact
the recovery of a resource from failures is the difference in response time of that
resource during or after a failure. The variable ∆Rt denotes the difference
between the current response time after failure βRt and the average Rt where
∆Rt = βRt − avg(Rt). Due to the difference in scales of values, the fault
tolerance variables are normalised by re-scaling them into a single numerical
range. In order to optimise the fault tolerance utility, the following objective
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muj + rrj −∆Rt (6.14)
subject to 0 ≤ mui ≤ muj (6.15)
cri ≤ crj (6.16)
rri ≤ rrj (6.17)
6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 (6.18)
where i=1,...,n and j = 1,...,m for constraints 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18.
Due to the vitality of fault tolerance for QoS requirements, the following
constraints are enforced. Constraint 6.16 indicates whether a resource supports
concurrent interfaces or not where muj = 0 means the resource has one
interface only. The constraint also assures that the minimal number of
requested interfaces mui is satisfied. Constraint 6.17 is set to minimise the
impact of communication reliability during failures. Let cri the required level of
communication reliability for an application while cri is the actual
communication reliability of the allocated resource to that application.
Constraint 6.18 ensures the required level of redundancy by an application rri
can be satisfied by the correspondent level of the provider rrj.
Objective 5: Maximising Resource Coverage. Many CoT applications
require a specific area coverage, especially for sensing capabilities. Without
certain coverage level, CoT applications may not achieve their reachability
goals. The proposed QoS model considers the resource coverage as an integral
QoS utility for CoT applications. The resource coverage can be calculated using
the sensing range sj of the resource and the maximum transmission power
Etmax available. The distance dli between requested location and the actual
location of the resource is also considered. To optimise the resource coverage,
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subject to 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 (6.20)
6.2.7 Multiobjective Optimisation Problem
In Section 6.2.6, the QoS attributes are presented as individual objectives. In a
marketplace environment, consumers are expected to have a multi-attribute QoS
for their CoT applications. This adds considerable complexity to the problem
due to the following reason. QoS attributes may conflict with one another in
which trade-offs between conflicting attributes has to be taken into account. For
instance, an application requires a set of resources with minimum cost, response
time and the maximum possible area coverage. To overcome this challenge, the
proposed QoS utilities are re-defined as a multi-objective optimisation problem
as follows:
6.2.7.1 The Weighted Sum Method
The five QoS utilities are aggregated into a single-objective optimisation problem
and denoted by So. The problem is formulated as follows:
Minimise
So = (w1 × CS) + (w2 ×Rt) (6.21)
+ (w3 × E)− (w4 × Cv)
+ (w5 × Ft)
subject to 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18 (6.22)
where each wn is a weighting factor that determines the priority of each objective.
The sum of wn is set to one (w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 + w5 = 1). Prioritising QoS
objectives is application-specific and it is very challenging to address in CoT
trading environment.
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Prioritising QoS objectives in CoT environments is challenging due to the
following reasons. QoS parameters are application-specific and cannot be
generalised for a wide range of CoT applications. This means priorities will
significantly vary across applications. Prioritising QoS objectives using this
method requires some prior knowledge about the problem which may not
always be available. Even with prior knowledge, this method yields one solution
only at a time. To verify all possible weights, the optimisation algorithm has to
be run many times to evaluate all possible weights. This is not feasible and it is
impossible for many high-dimensional problems. Due to these challenges, all
weights used for the evaluation in this study are equal to 0.2 to maintain the
balance among all objectives without prioritising one objective over another.
6.2.7.2 Multiobjective Optimisation
Although the weighted sum method benefits specific applications with prior
knowledge about the problem, the multi-objective optimisation problem is
presented using a different approach to address the complex requirements of the
































muj + crj + rrj −∆Rt (6.27)
subject to 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18 (6.28)
To solve the problem of resource allocation with QoS constraints, the
following optimisation algorithms are used. The improved Strength Pareto
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Evolutionary Approach (SPEA2) [181], A Multiobjective Evolutionary
Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [173] and Multi-Objective
Indicator-Based Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA) [179]. These algorithms are
chosen for the following three reasons. First, they are gradient-free algorithms
which means derivatives calculation is not required and therefore the
computational cost is low. Second, these algorithms are known to solve
problems similar to the trading CoT resources problem in complexity and
scalability. Third, SPEA2 and MOEA/D are reported to produce high quality
solutions [65, 66].
6.3 Evaluation
This section presents the experimental setup, analyses and discusses the results
of resource allocation with five different QoS utilities.
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
The simulated marketplace system is assumed to use different optimisation
strategies to map the optimal resources that satisfy the QoS requirements of
multiple CoT applications. The participants of this simulation are summarised
in Table 6.1 and described as follows; 10 consumers submit a total number of
10K requests to the marketplace where a number of 20 providers offers 200K
heterogeneous resources deployed in a circle area of 2000 meter radius. Each
consumer is assumed to request a homogeneous type of resources to be allocated
for one application. Experiments presented in this section has the following
aims. First, to assess the feasibility and practicability of the proposed QoS
model for CoT applications. Second, to evaluate the performance of different
optimisation strategies when optimising QoS-based utilities.
Experiments using a synthetic data-set in this study is justified as follows:
First, it is technically challenging and financially unfeasible to build a real test-
bed for this problem with similar scalability to a real-world scenario; Second, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no available public meta-data of IoT physical
resources that can be used to implement the proposed QoS model. To overcome
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both challenges, a large set of meta-data for 200k resources is generated based on
the properties of IoT nodes surveyed from several IoT vendors, including Amazon,
Microsoft and Google.
The experimental environment is Python 3.6 for 64-bit Mac OS with a 2.6
GHz Intel Core i7 processor and a 16 GB RAM. The common parameters are the
maximum number of 250 iterations with a population size of 250. The algorithm-
specific parameters are described in Table 6.2.
6.3.2 Experimental Results
As discussed earlier in Section 6.2.2, the problem of resource allocation with QoS
constraints is defined as a single objective optimisation problem where the QoS
utility functions are optimised individually and also defined as a multiobjective
optimisation problem where the QoS utility functions are optimised collectively.
In this section, two categories of results are presented as follows:
6.3.2.1 Single Objective Problem
To evaluate the proposed QoS objectives, each algorithm is run to optimise each
QoS utility individually. Figure 6.3a, 6.3b and 6.3c illustrate the optimal resource
allocation solutions for the cost-utility, energy consumption and the response
time at the end of each iteration, respectively. The results show that MOEAD
outperforms SPEA2 and IBEA in optimising energy consumption and response
time while all algorithms find similar optimal solutions for the cost objective.
Figure 6.4a, 6.4b present illustrative comparisons of the algorithms when
maximising the fault tolerance and the resource coverage utilities, respectively.
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Simulated Area Radius 2 Km
Number of Requests 10K
Number of Resources 200K
Number of Consumers 10
Number of Providers 20
Number of Applications 10
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Figure 6.3: Results of minimising different utilities (a) Cost of resources (b)
Energy Consumption (c) Response time.
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Figure 6.4a shows all algorithms converge to an optimal solution while IBEA
outperforms the others significantly. Figure 6.4b compares between the
optimisers when maximising the resource coverage utility. It is clear that the
performance of MOEAD and IBEA is better than SPEA2 that may require
further iterations to converge.
From results compared in the above-mentioned figures, the following can be
observed. There are at least two optimal solutions for each QoS utility.
MOEAD contributes to the optimality of energy consumption and response
time more than SPEA2 and IBEA while IBEA contributes more to the rest of
the objectives. It is worth noting that the iterations are stopped at 250 though
there are still some changes in the solutions axis (e.g. see Fig 6.3b). Based on
the considerable performed experiments, the maximum practical iteration is
around 250 considering the trade-off between the solution produced and the
computational time required. The comparison made earlier, therefore, is based
on the experimental results obtained using algorithms’ parameters stated in
Table 6.2 without taking into account any potential out-performance of the used
algorithms beyond iteration 250.
6.3.2.2 Multi-Objective Problem
As discussed earlier, performing a multiobjective optimisation is necessary to
address the QoS requirements of applications when trading CoT resources. The
first approach used in multiobjective optimisation is the weighted sum
approach. The five objectives are aggregated into a single objective to optimise
Table 6.2: Algorithm-specific parameters.
Algorithm Parameter
SPEA2 Indicator value K = 1, initial population
randomly generated between 1 and RQn
IBEA Initial population randomly generated
between 1 and RQn
MOEAD Neighbourhood size = 10, initial population
randomly generated between 1 and
RQn, wights randomly generated,
decomposition = Tchebycheff, δ = 0.8, η = 1
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Figure 6.4: Results of maximising different utilities (a) Fault tolerance (b)
Resource coverage.
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Figure 6.5: Results of optimising all objectives using the weighted sum approach.
the overall QoS utility. Aggregated functions rely heavily on weight values
which are challenging to assign. In this case, each weight value is set to
wn = 0.2 in order to maintain a balance among the five utilities without
prioritising one over another. The following can be observed in Figure 6.5.
Every algorithm starts from a utility value that is significantly different from the
others. It can also be noted that MOEAD and IBEA converge to an optimal
solution while SPEA2 is showing a trend of changing. SPEA2 performance here
is similar to its performance in most individual objectives. This may imply its
inefficiency for global search in this CoT experimental setup.
The other approach in optimising multiobjective is where multiple objectives
are optimised collectively by the optimiser to yield different optimal solutions
rather than a single solution. The optimal solutions are called a Pareto Front,
and a decision has to be made to select the best solution. In CoT marketplace,
it is assumed that the decision is made autonomously by the marketplace system
based on predefined preferences of a consumer.
The results presented in Figures 6.6, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12, 6.14, 6.16 show
bi-objective optimisation of the QoS objectives. This includes minimising the
cost while maximising the resource coverage, minimising the cost while
maximising the fault tolerance, minimising the cost and the response time,
minimising the energy consumption while maximising the resource coverage,
minimising the energy and response time and maximising fault tolerance and
resource coverage, respectively. Additional results presented in Figure 6.7, 6.9,
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6.11, 6.13, 6.15, 6.17 illustrate optimising the other three objectives of each
bi-objective experiment. Figure 6.6 illustrates the various optimal resource
allocation maps that minimise the costs and maximise the resource coverage.
Figure 6.6a, 6.6b and 6.6c show that all algorithms produce Pareto fronts.
IBEA and MOEAD produce less but better solutions when compared to
SPEA2.
Figure 6.7 presents optimising energy consumption, response time and fault
tolerance. SPEA algorithm shown in Figure 6.7b yields the largest set of Pareto
fronts for all objectives. All algorithms compete to produce very similar
response time but vary when it comes to energy consumption and fault
tolerance. For instance, MOEAD algorithm shown in Figure 6.7c demonstrates
very similar response time to the other two algorithms and competes with IBEA
towards similar fault tolerance but with more high energy consumption. SPEA2
illustrated in Figure 6.7b show some solutions that are approximately %50
better than the fault tolerance produced by the other two algorithms. When
compared with Figure 6.6, the following can be observed. SPEA2 algorithm as
can be seen in Figure 6.6b, produces the largest set of Pareto fronts as well in
this case. Considering the five objectives collectively, IBEA algorithm
contributes most to the optimality of the resource coverage and the response
time. SPEA2 contributes most to the fault tolerance and fairly to the resource
coverage. MOEAD contributes most to the resource cost and fairly to the
response time. IBEA and SPEA2 have similar energy consumption Pareto
fronts.
The Pareto fronts of minimising the cost while maximising the fault
tolerance are presented in Figure 6.8. All algorithms produce a similar number
of Pareto solutions while IBEA produces the best in terms of resource cost and
fault tolerance level.
In Figure 6.9, the results of optimising energy consumption, response time and
resource coverage are depicted. Figure 6.9a and 6.9b show that both IBEA and
SPEA2 produce very similar response time in terms of the quantity and quality.
It can be observed from Figure 6.9c that MOEAD does not form a typical Pareto
front considering the energy consumption and the response time but provides
significantly better resource coverage than IBEA and SPEA2. Considering the
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Figure 6.6: Pareto optimal results minimising the cost while maximising the
resource coverage (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD
algorithm.
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Figure 6.7: Pareto optimal results minimising energy consumption and response
time while maximising fault tolerance (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm
(c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.8: Pareto fronts of minimising the cost while maximising the fault
tolerance (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.9: Pareto optimal results minimising the energy consumption and the
response time while maximising the resource coverage (a) IBEA algorithm (b)
SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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five objectives in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, all algorithms produce a similar
number of Pareto fronts but vary in the quality of the solutions. As can be
seen, IBEA contributes most to the optimality of the cost, fault tolerance and
to a greater extent of response time and energy consumption. SPEA2 provides
the most optimal response time and considerably high fault tolerance. MOEAD
yields significantly higher resource coverage than the other two algorithms and
generates a set of low-cost Pareto solutions.
IBEA and MOEAD algorithms compete to minimise the cost and response
time as demonstrated in Figure 6.10. SPEA2 produces one optimal solution that
optimises the response time well but provides an unbalanced cost to response time
fronts which may not be attractive for consumers, especially with time-sensitive
applications.
Figure 6.11 shows the results of optimising energy consumption, fault
tolerance and resource coverage. Although all algorithms produce a large
number of solutions, SPEA2 produces the largest set as can be seen in Figure
6.11b. It can be observed from Figure 6.11a, Figure 6.11b and Figure 6.11c that
the energy consumption increases as the resource coverage increases. SPEA2
achieves the highest resource coverage with lower energy consumption in
comparison to the other two algorithms. IBEA produce the most optimal fault
tolerance considering correspondent energy consumption and resource coverage.
Considering the five objectives presented in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, the
following are observed. SPEA2 produces the largest set of solutions in both
cases. IBEA contributes most to the optimality of fault tolerance. Although
IBEA produces similar resource coverage to SPEA2, it achieves that with higher
energy consumption. SPEA2 contributes most to resource coverage and energy
consumption. MOEAD contributes better to the response time and the resource
cost than the other two algorithms.
In Figure 6.12, Pareto solutions for minimising the energy consumption and
maximising the resource coverage are presented. IBEA produces the largest and
best set of optimal solutions. SPEA2 and MOEAD yield very similar fronts.
The results of optimising the cost, the response time and fault tolerance are
depicted in Figure 6.13. SPEA2 produces the largest set of Pareto fronts. IBEA
produces fairly high fault tolerance with low cost and response time as presented
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Figure 6.10: Pareto optimal results minimising the cost and the response time
(a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.11: Pareto optimal results minimising the energy consumption while
maximising the fault tolerance and resource coverage (a) IBEA algorithm (b)
SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.12: Pareto optimal results minimising the energy consumption and
maximising the resource coverage (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c)
MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.13: Pareto optimal fronts minimising the cost and response time while
maximising the fault tolerance (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c)
MOEAD algorithm.
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in Figure 6.13a. SPEA2 yields similar and better fault tolerance than IBEA but
with higher cost and response time as can be seen in Figure 6.13b. Figure 6.13c
shows MOEAD producing the lowest response time but with a similar cost to
IBEA and SPEA2. Comparing Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, the following can be
observed. IBEA contributes most to resource coverage and energy consumption.
The three algorithms have similar results for the resource cost. SPEA2 and
MOEAD have similar fault tolerance levels.
Figure 6.14 corresponds to applications that require minimising energy and
response time. All algorithms presented compete well and minimise their fronts
to the near-optimal solutions. Figure 6.14b shows SPEA2 with only one front
that represents a solution near zero for both axes. Two near-optimal solutions
are presented in Figure 6.14c where response time and energy consumption do
not exceed 20. IBEA algorithm produces the largest set of Pareto fronts in this
scenario as shown in Figure 6.14a. All fronts have a response time less than 20
with reasonable energy consumption.
Figure 6.15 presents the results of optimising the resource cost, fault
tolerance and resource coverage. MOEAD produces the largest number of
Pareto fronts. The results of the IBEA algorithm shown in Figure 6.15a and
MOEAD algorithm shown in Figure 6.15c are similar for the cost and resource
coverage while MOEAD generates slightly better fault tolerance than IBEA.
Although SPEA2 yields similar results of fault tolerance and cost, it produces
lower resource coverage in comparison to MOEAD. Considering the five
objectives of Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 collectively, the following is observed.
IBEA contributes most to the response time and resource coverage. MOEAD
contributes most to energy consumption, the cost and the fault tolerance.
In Figure 6.16, Pareto optimal results maximising fault tolerance and
maximising resource are illustrated. All algorithms produce at least one or more
optimal front near 100 for the resource coverage and fault tolerance alike.
The results of optimising the cost, the response time and energy
consumption are illustrated in Figure 6.17. SPEA2 as can be seen in Figure
6.17b produces the largest number of Pareto fronts. IBEA results presented in
Figure 6.17a show significantly low response time and cost but with higher
energy consumption. SPEA2 results show insignificant higher response time
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Figure 6.14: Pareto optimal fronts minimising the energy consumption and the
response time (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.15: Pareto optimal results minimising the resource cost while maximising
the fault tolerance and resource coverage (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2
algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.16: Pareto optimal results maximising fault tolerance and resource
coverage (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD algorithm.
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Figure 6.17: Pareto optimal results minimising resource cost, response time
and energy consumption (a) IBEA algorithm (b) SPEA2 algorithm (c) MOEAD
algorithm.
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than IBEA but with similar cost and better energy consumption than IBEA.
MOEAD produces similar energy consumption to SPEA2 but with higher
resource cost. The following are observations from considering the five
objectives presented in Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17 collectively. SPEA2
produces the largest set of Pareto solutions for the five objectives. IBEA
contributes most to the optimality of the response time and the cost. SPEA2
contributes the most to resource coverage and fault tolerance. MOEAD
contributes to energy consumption.
Visualising Pareto optimal solutions of multiobjective problems is known to
be challenging. To overcome this challenge, Figure 6.18 is a scatter plot matrix
that shows the Pareto solutions of the five objectives using IBEA algorithm. It
can be observed that IBEA produces a variety of optimal solutions except in three
cases. This may imply either the algorithm requires more time to produce the
Pareto fronts or Pareto solutions cannot be generated in this complex formulation
for all the five objectives.
6.4 Discussion
Managing QoS in CoT environments is challenging due to the complexity and
uncertainty in CoT applications. This challenge is relaxed by defining the
problem of resource allocation in the CoT trading setup as a single objective
and multi-objective optimisation problem to satisfy several QoS requirements.
Using different optimisation algorithms as a market-based mechanism is the
approach considered to evaluate the proposed QoS model. Three optimisation
strategies are applied to optimise QoS utilities including consumer cost,
response time, energy consumption, area coverage and fault tolerance.
The simulation results show that the approach investigated in this chapter is
feasible for allocating resources to applications with QoS requirements in most
cases. Results also show the ability of optimisers to produce at least one optimal
solution for each objective tested and multiple solutions for the bi-objective and
the multiobjective formulations. Results from SPEA2 demonstrate the ability of
the algorithm to produce a larger set of Pareto solutions than the other
algorithms. This provides the decision-maker with flexibility when selecting
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from a range of available solutions. This may also imply that optimisation
strategies can be used as a market-based mechanism for trading CoT resources
instead of using traditional auctioneers or other dedicated mapping solutions.
The QoS model presented in this chapter is hardware and software
independent and can be implemented by any marketplace system. It can also be
implemented as a complementary trading mechanism to support other trading
mechanisms. This supports separating the development of CoT applications
from the deployment of physical resources, making it easy to add any QoS
objectives. Utility functions used with vocabularies proposed show their
effectiveness in quantifying the value of various CoT resources. This implies
potential higher satisfaction for the QoS requirements. Implementation
challenges are summarised as follows:
1. Visualising the Pareto solutions for the proposed multiobjective formulation
is challenging.
2. High CPU utilisation is observed during the run of experiments but did not
have any impact on algorithms performance or the results obtained.
Future work will take into account the following: First, assessing the
scalability of this approach by optimising larger sets of resources, Second,
optimising more QoS utilities to address application-specific requirements.
Third, implementing this approach using different optimisation strategies.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary
The work presented in this thesis is a novel attempt to answer the research
questions formed in Chapter 1 using the methodology presented in Chapter 3
theoretically and practically. The experimental evaluation performed in this
thesis concluded that using market-based mechanisms can improve shared
access to constrained CoT resources. The proposed approach employs
optimisation strategies to map the demand of CoT application requirements to
the supply of CoT resources. The proposed approach also enables heterogeneous
CoT resources to be described generically, and their values quantified
accordingly. The QoS support for trading CoT resources was also provided to
meet the QoS requirements of CoT applications.
The research aimed to improve shared access to CoT resources efficiently. The
research presented in this thesis achieved that by investigating and implementing
optimisation-based market mechanisms for commoditising CoT resources with
the focus on trading physical CoT resources. The research was conducted to
support the integration of Cloud Computing and IoT that were challenged by
the limited shared access to IoT resources, to improve the emerging paradigm by
improving its resources reusability.
Experiments performed in this study were simulation-based because setting up
a real-world CoT environment was very complex and expensive. To commoditise
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CoT resources in reality, a large number of heterogeneous resources had to be
involved including various types of IoT nodes with different sensors, actuators
and computing components. This complexity was required to justify the research
approach for commoditising CoT resources. Therefore, the approach taken in
this research was to simulate resources and requests data generation and the
trading process. To ensure that the simulations performed are most realistic,
data sets generated based on surveying the most common properties available for
IoT resources in large vendors such as Amazon, Google and IBM.
In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis generated original knowledge
in CoT, CoT resource allocation, CoT resource trading and QoS in CoT. The
remainder of this chapter is dedicated to providing critical concluding remarks as
well as important directions for future work.
7.2 Concluding Remarks
This thesis tackles the problem of missing or limited shared access to CoT
resources by using optimised market-based mechanisms to trade those resources
and improve their reusability. The remainder of this section presents some
concluding remarks regarding different aspects of the work presented in this
thesis.
7.2.1 Integrating Cloud Computing and IoT
This research argued the need for dynamic and efficient support to integrate Cloud
Computing and IoT into a new paradigm called Cloud of Things. It highlights
the technical benefits of integrating both technologies such as expanding the
Cloud scope and improving the computing capabilities of IoT as well as the
business benefits such as reducing the cost of CoT deployments and motivating
new business models. The proposed approach in this thesis was experimentally
evaluated and proved its efficiency in addressing some of the integration challenges
such as the complexity, heterogeneity and the interoperability of CoT resources.
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7.2.2 Shared Access to CoT Resources
The problem of a missing or limited shared access to CoT resources is
investigated rigorously in this thesis, particularly IoT physical resources. The
surveyed approaches were proven to be infeasible for CoT paradigm due to their
hardware-specific design or their inability to address the scalability
requirements of CoT applications. The need for a new approach to accessing
and reusing CoT resources was motivated. The Exclusive Shared Access (ESA)
strategy was introduced in this thesis to enable multiple applications utilising
the same resource throughout the scheduled time, but exclusive access is
granted to a single application at a given time due to the constrained power and
computing capabilities of the resources. The proposed ESA was integrated with
market-based mechanisms to allocate the required resources in a trading
environment that collectively improve shared access to the CoT resources. The
results obtained from the experimental evaluation concluded that ESA could
efficiently be employed by marketplace systems to improve the reusability of
CoT resources.
7.2.3 Optimisation-based Market Mechanisms for
Trading CoT Resources
The work presented in this thesis was inspired by optimisation market approaches
used to improve shared access to resources in large-scale computing environments
such as Cloud Computing, Grid Computing and WSNs. This research considered
CoT resources as commodities rather than organisational assets. This enabled
the creation of generic description of CoT resources which was challenging. The
evaluation of the proposed description model showed that CoT resources could
be described and their value quantified in a standard way that takes into account
the heterogeneity of CoT resources and applications.
The optimisation strategies applied in this thesis contributed primarily to
the efficiency and dynamism of the proposed trading approach. The use of
optimisation-based approaches was justified due to their capabilities in solving
similar NP-hard problems in a reasonable time. Optimisation also reduced the
architectural complexity of CoT systems where infrastructure deployments were
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considered independent from application development. Furthermore, using
optimisation reduced the development costs and efforts because changes in
providers’ offerings or consumers’ requirements can be reflected in the trading
objectives without any changes on the system side.
Experiments performed to evaluate the proposed approach showed the
feasibility and efficiency of trading CoT resources. These were proven by
optimising a range of objectives including minimising the resource cost, response
time, energy consumption and the provider lock-in, and maximising the
resource utilisation, fault tolerance, resource coverage, provider profit and the
marketplace profit. The preliminary design and experiments provided invaluable
insights for the final design and experiments. They resulted in improving the
resource description model, the optimisation-based trading model, improved
functional prototype of the marketplace architecture (AMACoT) and a proposal
of a new multiobjective QoS model for trading CoT resources.
7.2.4 A Marketplace System for Trading CoT Resources
This thesis presented an evaluation of optimisation-based approaches in CoT
resource trading through the design and implementation of AMACoT
architecture in a computer that simulates the distributed system environment
using Python Remote Objects. The first set of experiments tested the
performance of the proposed system to validate its usability while the second set
provided a comprehensive algorithmic evaluation. The performance evaluation
measured the system footprints while the system scaled up twice. The
algorithmic experiments optimised the trading of CoT resources for the resource
cost, resource utilisation, provider lock-in and provider profit. The optimisation
constraints enabled the AMACoT system to efficiently reduce the search space
by generating only the potential optimal maps of requests and resources.
The main findings of the work demonstrated in this chapter are summarised
as follows:
1. The performance evaluation showed that AMACoT system scaled well
using three different scale factors with reasonable CPU, memory and
throughput. The only limitation observed from the obtained results was
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the latency of the system where it was doubled when the system scaled up
by %100. This drawback may be caused by the hardware specification of
the computer used during experimentation and should be improved as the
hardware setup improve. Other potential causes discussed were the
optimisation algorithms used, the complexity of optimised objective
functions and the number of optimised objectives. This finding provided
an invaluable base for addressing the scalability and dynamism
requirements of CoT system design and development where optimisation
approaches can be used to replace static system components or dedicated
trading components such as auctioneers in marketplace systems.
2. The algorithmic experimentation involved optimising single objective and
bio-objective formulations using three algorithms. The Pareto-generated
optimal solutions were evaluated using HV indicator to assess the quality
of their optimality. This quality assessment of the produced solutions
implemented by the marketplace to provide business assurance to the
marketplace participants and to evaluate the compliance with SLAs. This
would support market-based mechanisms in CoT trading environments
where critical applications require advanced QoS or SLAs such as in
emergency and security scenarios.
3. Heterogeneous attributes of CoT resources and the dynamic requirements
of CoT applications were formulated as objective functions that were
optimised. Objective functions could be re-formulated to address any
changes in consumers’ requirements or providers’ offering without or with
minimal re-development of the system components. This provided the
dynamism and adaptivity required by CoT applications and would enable
any business requirements to be formulated as an optimisation problem
that can be addressed.
4. The trading of CoT resources experimented using AMACoT marketplace
system involved multifaceted technical and business aspects such as
describing resources, quantifying resource value, mapping requests to
resources, auctioning, resource allocation and scheduling. Therefore, the
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terminology of the trading was not limited to matching demand and
supply only. This provided the theoretical and practical support to
existing related work that described trading in a similar way this thesis
did.
7.2.5 QoS for Trading CoT Resources
The research presented in this thesis investigated the need for QoS support for
CoT applications. Addressing the requirements for many consumers and
providers were proven to be challenging, especially when QoS requirements were
conflicting (e.g. minimising the response time while maximising the fault
tolerance). The proposed QoS model considered several QoS parameters in CoT
including resource cost, response time, resource energy consumption, fault
tolerance and resource coverage.
Experimental evaluation optimised QoS objectives in single-objective,
bi-objective and multi-objective optimisation problems. Results obtained from
experiments confirmed the feasibility of the proposed model in optimising all
QoS objectives presented. This model provided the decision-maker with
multiple optimal solutions to choose from, based on the priority of the QoS
objectives required. Supporting QoS in CoT would likely to improve the
providers’ commitments to SLAs as well as the satisfaction of consumers.
Although the proposed model was intended to work with AMACoT system, the
model is hardware and software independent where it can be implemented with
any other CoT system or marketplace to support QoS resource allocation.
7.3 Directions for Future Work
Based on the work presented in this thesis, the following aspects are identified as
potential directions for future work:
1. The next potential direction to extend the work of this thesis is to study
the adaptivity of trading CoT resources. CoT consists of heterogeneous
Cloud and IoT resources where CoT increasingly requires adaptive
run-time management due to the CoT dynamism, environmental
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uncertainties and unpredictable changes in IoT resources. Adapting to
these changes benefits particularly trading CoT resources where the
adaptability of traded resources and applications remains a challenge.
Run-time changes in CoT trading environments can impact vital aspects
including resource allocation, resource utilisation and application
performance. This topic needs a rigorous investigation to support
adaptations when trading CoT resources. The author of this thesis has
started this direction of study in [11].
2. A further investigation is needed to validate the proposed approaches of
trading CoT resources presented in this thesis for many objectives (e.g.
optimising more than five objectives). CoT is complex with heterogeneous
resources that may require optimising many objectives simultaneously.
Assessing the impact of an increased number of objectives is a complex
task that needs further research.
3. As discussed throughout this thesis, trading CoT resources is a multifaceted
process that involves many aspects. This complexity would likely produce
more trading requirements that need to be addressed. These requirements
have to be formulated as trading objectives for optimisation. Therefore,
further exploration of trading and QoS requirements is needed.
4. Although this thesis presented an experimental evaluation of various
optimisation algorithms, there is a wide range of optimisation algorithms
that could be evaluated. The behaviour of optimisation algorithms vary
significantly from one another and therefore deserve the focus of future
work to obtain better results and make the trading process more efficient.
5. It would be interesting to integrate machine learning with
optimisation-based approaches to improve the optimality of proposed
trading objectives. Machine learning can aid the performance of
optimisation algorithms by testing the ongoing optimisation results and
either guide the optimiser toward a better direction or trigger the
termination criteria promptly.
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6. Although the experiments performed in this thesis attempted to simulate
the distributed system behaviour, implementing the proposed work in this
thesis on a real distributed environment would be very valuable. It is likely
to be challenging and costly but worth the attempt to advance real-world
systems for future computing paradigms such as CoT.
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